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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

\
- Divorce and Separation rates have/been Iccreasing, particularly

iu the last.decade, during which divorce rate's have had an annual

"growth rate of .6 percent. By 1973 the divorce rate, (divorces per

1,000.married women 14 to 44 years of age.) was abo4 33. This repre-

sents an increape of almost 100 percent from-1965 when the divorce
. .

.rate was approximately 17. This risein divorce rates has correspo

ingly increased (since 1960) the proportion of female heads of house-

hbld who are separated or divorced rather than widowed. Prop 1960 to
. 4

,
I. \---;. . .

N 1974'the pe
.

rcentage increase in families headed by a divorced female

was 171.5, while for families headed by a widow the percentage in-\

crease was 7.5. This incVease in female ,family headship is concen-"

trated among younger women, particularly those 14 to 24,year8 old.
1

411
1
Although the proportion of total households headed by a husband and
wife has increased 19 percentage points from 1960 to 19t, the in-
etease in female headed households has been 51 percent cer the same
time period. Hwever, the greatest growth in the last decade and.q.
half has been among primary individuals, both male and female (108
percept for male primary individuals and 79 percent for like feekles)
See Hiather Rosa and Isabel Swhi1i, Time of Transition (Washinenn,
D.Cli The Urban Institute, J75), pp. 189-99.

According to US. Census igures, about 28 percent of the women who-
. became divorced did so between the ages of 20 4ndr24. The median age

at divorce after first marriage was 21. See U.S. Bureau 4of the Census,
Current Population Reports, "Number, Timing and Duration of Marriages \
and Divorces in the United Seates," p- 20, no. 297 (Washington, D.C::
Ui.S. Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 8.

?
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In these young age groups the likelihood of a child unddr 184eing in

the hotsehold is high. By.1974, 62 percent of all whi itt.nd q pen-

,
. ,

(cent of nonwhite female headed families 114d at least one child under

4
18. For whites, the absolute increase since 1060 in the number of

female heads with children is 63 percent, while for nonwhites the

corresponding increase is )127 percent.

It is evident, therefore, that marital disruption is no longer 4

relatively rare phenomenon but rathet is an event which either affects

or will affect a considerable proportion of people who are currently

*

young adul,ts. There is also an increasing likelihood, given the low

median,age,at divoice, that children will be involved as the h<band

and wife separate. As such, there is a nee91.for a clear definition

of public policies with re ect to employment, trainihg and income

assistance for.the growing group of women who are becoming heads of

k.
household, However, the effective determination and impleMentatioh of

I.

any socida policy (requires information concerning fhe socioeconomic

A
charactristics of those ,houehos in which a maritAl disruption

takes"place.as vielf as quantitative indications of the impact of the

disruption on the. financial resources of tbe household. A principal
\..

6

''objective of this study is to provide Such informalpion.

.

In order to concentre.Aorn the age group most vuinereXie to .such";---

6

a marital..disruption, this study uses data from the National

400

S.
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,_Longitudinal Surveys of young women aged 14 to 214 In 1968.
n

These

.data clearly point out the extent of marital disrUption.among young

1 women in the early years of marriage. 3'
In 1968 here were slightly

over 18 million .young woien in the age range pf 14,to 24. By 1973,

about 70 percent of'these same women (aged 19 to 29) either were or

had been married at least.once. Of this even-married group, an esti-
.

mated1.14 percent had experienced either a temporary or permanent.dis-
.

rupon of the4 marriage. There is substangal variation by race in

marital disruptioh rates. About 12 percent of ever-married white

women and 30 percent of ever-married black women had a marital °Lis-,

ruption during the five-year-period.
4

The universe selected for this study consists of those women

represented by the sample, both white and black, who experienced A
A

first disruptidn of their marriage (either a first separation or

divorce) between 1969 and 1973.. The most unique feAture of the

'The National Longitudinal Surveys sample consists of 5,159 women
who were interviewed in every year between 1968 and 1973 and by
telephone in 1975. The Kample includes a disprOportignate number '

of young black womeh, abput 1500 respondents, to permit statisti-
cally meaningful, independent analysis of this group.. See N.L.S.
Handbook (Columbus, Ohio: Center4or Human Resource Research,
197t.for a complete description' of the data and.collection tech-
niques:

3
A marital disruption is defined as a first separation or divorce,

t whichever oomes first.

4.



National LongitudinalSurveys.(N.L.S.) data set is its longittdinal

nature. Substantial data regarding labor market behOior.and asso-

,

ciatWocioeconorpic characteristic:a are gathered at several.points

in time for the same group f;respondents.- The data, therefore,

allow the researcher to Lnvestigate more completely a young woman's
\

labor-supply resPonse to her changing financial circumstances, since,

inforMation is available for periods both before and after the .marital

breakdovn occurs.

In particular, the use ofothe N.L.S. data base distinguishes this

analysis of Ole effects of marital disruption on the labor market be-

.

havior of young women from previous studies in the following respects:

1.. The nature of the data permits separate analyses of the
'labor supply behavior of separated or divorced Vomen,
rather than haviug to lump them with never7married women
and.widow-s.

2. Tfie longitudinal nature of the data set permits cross-
sectional analyses of the labor supply behavior both before
and after the parital didruption occurs.

3. The age group, those aged 14 to Ni in 1968t embraces a
large portion of the women.most vulnerable to a marital
disruption. Nt,

4. The sample Fiverse includes those receiving public
aSsistance.4

One caveat is the,fact thattlw data are availab1etn1y for the
6

years 1968 to,1975. In order ft) assure an adequate'samPle size,.

postdisruptftin labor supply behavior ts measured at the second survey

See tile discussion on variable 6onstru6tion in Chapter II for a
deScription of.other.related studies on female heads andAhe Oiffer-

.erit research strategies Aed.



after the disruption is known to have occurred. Thus the Study can

-assess only`the short-term
effects_of_tt#e'disruption

woinan's labor supply behavior.

on the young

The nature of the N.L.S. data requtres that the.perspective of

this*study be from the female-sIde,'since ohly limited information is

. -available on the gpouse's characteristics. For this reason, the

focus will be on the economic consequences
.

of the breakdown of the

marriage on the wire and those living with h0r. Clearly the husband's,

perspective with-regard to the, disruption's. financial -consequences-

would be exRected to be quite different.

The remainder of this intrOduction wi..1.1 be devoted ftrSt, to a

description of the,specific research objectives of this study ant

seCond, to an outline of the research methodolov to be -followed.

Ilesearch Oblectives
#3.

The short-term social and economic consequences of a marital

disruption are visibly manifested in a number Of...ways.. The most%

obViOuri economie'consequence of the disruption is the change,iii family

income levels. For this reason, the overall objective'of this stUdy

5
The N.L.S., older women's.cohort, aged 30 to 44 n 1967, is more .

suited to a-stuay"of longer-run effects. For a stuay which uses
this cohort to .investigate such long-run effects of marital break-
down on family incomes and correspond,ing alterations in labor
market behavior, see Lois Shaw, "Economic Consequene.es of Marital
Disruption," (ColcAmbus: The Ohio State University, Center, for
Human ReSource'Research, 1978).

1 2
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is to meafi

advantaged.

the Octent*.to which a young woman.is Sinangially dis-
,

the loss of her htsband's income, the way 'in which she

seeks. to alleviate this loss, and how successful she is in doing so.

1 \

..

In \to satillzy_ such an objective, it is necessabr that the

reSearch approach be multiphased. .First, the study,will attempt to
t \

"link the Mlanges in the components of. the family's income to short-

term alterations in the respondent's labor supply behavior when her

marriage breaks down. This will be done by comparison's, both tabular

and multivariate, of tpe responsiveness of work actiViljAC::tertaill

socioeconomic pftrameters in the immagliate preA and.,poitdisruption

a '1

periods for a selected sample of disrupting ifomen. Second', the study
4

will seek,to assess whether such comparisoda in DaPt understate the

actual labor supply 14sponse to the alteration in the respondent's

financial resources na a result of the disruption. If the marital

disruption is anticipated ana.labor market behavior is signifiCantly

altered before the event actually occurs,,a comparison ofo,the deter-
.

minants of labor supply immediately before and after a marital dis-

ruption would understate the influence of that disruption. .To

Fascertain the eictent to which.such anticipatory behavior occurs,

comparisons will be.made between the predisruption labor market be-

havior of disrupting women and a comparablam group of women whose

marriages are known to have remained intact.

A secondary objective of this study is to determine whether
4

certain recently developed methodolog.is are effective in the analy-

sis of the work behavior of women uhdergoing a marital breakdown.

The existing literature which focuses.= the labor supply of women
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1

7

has with few exceptions been restricted to married women,with a spouse
1

in the houAehold. 'Those:studies which have examinedethe labor market

behavior of female heads of household, particularly where public

assistance recipients are included in the sample, reveal miXed re-

3ultS.6 A.T.t.: is hoped that this'study mv be able to provide some

answers as to whether further methodological rec'inements are necessarY

in order to be able to analyze the labor supply of such groups in the

population

Outline of the Study

Chapter Ii describes the research design ot the study. In the

first section the construction of the samples of disrupting and non-,

,

disrupting groups is discussed. 'The secbnd sectiOn develops the design

for the multivariate analysis,-including the specification.of the

labor supply mOdel to be estimated, resulting'hypotheses, and a de-

scription of the dependent and Lndependfnt variables.

Chapter III 'details the tabular and multivariate results. The

first section is devoted to a comparison of the disrupting sample

'before and after the disruption 'occurs. The tab4lar,results indicate

changes in selected income characteristics and corresponding changes

in certain labor supply measures over the disruption period. Multi-
/

VariateTesults are presented in an effort to examine the importance

of the economic variables in altering labor supply behairior. The

6
See Chapter III for a detailed discxssion of theap.results.



4 sq. section Makel?s similar comparisops between the predisruption

labor supply behavior of the group whose marriages.are to break down-
\

and the behavior over the same periOd of ,time of the women whofte

marriages remain intact. The tabular material describes Ihe incom

and work-related characteristics of the two groups. The multi-

varlate analysis .presenCie results-of labor supply functions for

the two groupa.

Chapter IV summarizes the results of the inveAigation, draws

some implications for policy, wad° makes'suggestions for further

research.

44
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CHAPTER II

RESEARCHDESIGN

Sample_Urlivers

""

4

The sample of maritally disrupting women includes all women who

either separate or divorce for the first time between 1968 and 1973)

There are 519 young women, both white.and black, who can be identified

as having had a first disruption'during the five-year period. These

women were either married as of 1968 or inarried at some point between

. the 1968.and 1973 interviewEi.2 Since the precise date of.separation

1
There are differences by race in the distrpution of maritally.dis-
rupting women who are classified as having lad a separation or it
divorce. 17 percent of all.divercees are black, while 46 percent of
all separatees are black. Divorcees and separatees do exhibit.differ-
ences in- labor marlebt behavior. For a-detailed description of some
of these'differences,, see Allyson Sherman Grossman, The Labor Force
Patterns of Divorced and Separated Women; Special Labor Force Report
198 (Washingtod, D.C.: U.S. Government Pristfng Office, 1977).

2
The research methodolog/ permits 'a respondent to appear only once--
the first time the bvent occurs within the 1968 to 1973 period.
Women 'whose marital status was "separated" or "divorced" et the time

4:!Ile

first interview in\1968 are excluded fram the analysis since
precise date df the disruption is not knOwn and the predisruption

characteristics of the woman and her family cannat'be ascertained.

There are two types of'cases that prevent the 6riteria for tnjlusion,
in tht sample of disruptees from being applied with precision. One,
women who'separate and return to the same husband between subsequent
survey dates cannot be identified. Two, if a woman had a mmrital
disruption\before,the initial intel4v1ew in 1968 but was again, in a
If

married-spouse present" status by 1968, she would not be identified
its-a disruptbe. To the extent that such cases exist, such women
would be classified as nondisrupting women.

9
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4

cannot be determined ror most wome; the "before" and "after" staius

10

6-will refer to the.nearest intery4ew sate before and after the dIsrup-

tion. "T" wil°1 reference tWlast idte view before the disruption;

"T +, 1," the first interview after the disruption takes place; and

"T 1" and "T + the immediately earlier and later interview

dates.
3

0
. Depending on the point in the disruption peocess being analyzed,'

certain additional universe restrictions have been added. In analyses

or predisruption labor supply,iany woman not married at...the relevant

Survey date is excluded froT the sample universe at'that point., In *.
k

,postdisruption analyses, *omen yho have remarried are excluded frOm
r dr,

the first surmey in which they repc1; themselves as once again in a

married status..eAny woman who responds that she is enrolled in school
-

id omitted from the sample universe in that year. Table 1 suMmarizes

the effect by raCe of each of these restrIctions on tlie sample sizes at

each point in the disruption cycle.
4

s

.

3
For example, if a woman is first separated or divorCed'between the 1970
and 1971 inter-dew, "T - 1" would be the 1969 interview; "T," the 1970'
interview; "T + 1," the 1971 interview; and "T + 2," the 1972 *inter-
view. Since there was no interview conducted in 1971s, the "T + 2"
point for those disrupting between 1972 and 1973 was arbitrarily .de-
fined'as 1*5. This was done with the assumPtion that there is little
alteration in labor supply behavior betwen + 2" and "T + 3."

4
. ....

-The generalizability of the results obtained from this study is clearly
affected by the selective naturetof the sample universe. See Appendix
A for a complete description q bile socioeconomic characteristics and
labor qupply behavior of those women who 'remarry by "T + 2."



Table 1

Sample Size Frequericieb by Race from T - l'to T + 2a

/Universe by .

Race,

1..

,
' Time

T - 1 T T + 1 :4T + 2

Total Race
Total Sample 519 ,519 519 519
Omitted Graft 206 70 70

.

190
Restricted Sample 313 ( 449 449 329

Whites
.

Total Sample
1 301 301 ...30,1. 301

Omitted Group 99 37 47 a29
Restricted Sample 192 264, 254, 172

,
.,.

Blacks
.

Total Sample 218 218 218 , 218
7-Orsl\tted Group 97 -23 61

. Reetricted Sample
,

121 la
.

. 195
,

157

a
Frequencies are unweighted.'

At "T 1" and "T" the Omitted groupd are those future marital
disruptees who are enrolled in school or who are in a "never
married" status. At "T + 1," the omitted group 1.nc1udes those
women enrolled in school or who have remarried or_monciled
With their husbands by "T + 1." At "T + 2," tbeamitted group
includes'thoseAeomen enrolled in school an 'those women who
have.remarriePlor reconciled with their h sbands by "T + 1" or
"T + 2."

A
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In order to be able to compare the chai.acteristics of individual

respondents in the sample whose marriages diaruptedwith a. comparable

group of women whose Narriages remained intact, it was necessary to

determine a 11 reference group" representing Itnondisrupting counterparts:

This reference-group was arbitrarily chosen to be a cross-section of

those womeft married with a spouse present in 1971 whose marriages re-
.

mained intact between 1968 and 1975. There Were 1566 women (1278

whites and 288. blacks) who satisfied the /Wove criteria. The point "T"

for(this group references the survey year, 1971.
s-

Tabular Analysis

The tabular material presented in this study is designed to compare

certain components of family income (1), among disruptees prior and

-.subsequent to disruption (i.i., at T and T +,2) and (2), between dis-

ruptees at T and the reference group of maritally stable counterparts.

'in 1971. In addition, the gross effeets of the marital disruption on

the young womer0.s labor supply behavior (as irasured by annual hours

worked) are traced from T - 1 to T. + -2. Finally, the predisruption

labor supply of the young women is compared with that of the reference

group.

Multivariate Analysis'

, Tocuse$

The.multivariate portion of this study models the labor supply of

t

f the disrupting woman.at two pointsthe last survey before the marital

disruption occurs ("T") add the second survey after the disruption
A

. 1

0

.

,
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1

occurs ("T + 2).5 A third labor supply ibodel is constructed for the

reference opoup in 1971 in-order to be able to:Compere the'labor supply

response of the maritally disrupting groupVT 6 a maritally stable
1

sanple.. Since white and black respondents are not assumed to have/

similar distes with regard to,t6e mix of market and nonmarket work and

leisure, all multivariate models fdr this study are stratified by

race and all comparisons are within race only.

41 order to examine further the influence of the receipt of pubri-
.

awsi4tance on.postdisruption labor supply, the samples are then strati-
.

fied by whether the respondent heis completed high school. .The presump-

tion rs that thOse women wh-o have dropped out of high school are most

likely after a break up of their marriage to be receiving public

assistance, since their market wages are expected to be lower than

those of their counterparts who have completed high schook:
6

A multivariate analysis at two points in the disruption cycle

permits a modelling ,dif the responsiveness of a young womsn's annual

hours worked to certaiiNeconoMic factors .holding other social and,

5The T + 2 survey point is chosen rather than the T + 1 point in order
to assure that continuous variables, such as,annual hours worked and
nonwage income,are measured over a period in Which the woman was in a
eCtatinuously disrupted status.

6Robert Stein Aives figures indicating that, of those women aged 16 to_44 who.were heads of poor families, 67 percerit had not completed high'school end 28.percent had no high school.education at all. See
Robert Steino"The Economic'Status of Faudlies Headed by Women."
M6nthly Labor Review 93 (December 1970): 8.
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*.
demographic characteristics constant. From sucmodels, an attempt can

be made to discern-ihether there ad significant diff*erences in tHe

labor aupply,rewse tdreertain economic and control parakers be-

.

tween the pre-'and postdisruption periods. Because the Moo samples aro

not inUependently distributed, 'being largely the same'respondents
AL

emeasur6d attwO points in time, the common tests for statistical differ7-

eves b een coefficients or between sets of coefficients'are in- t
appropriate. For the Turposes of this study two alternative tests of

significance are used,,one, confidence interval estimation and two,.t

tests for differences in coefficienta across time with varying assump-

tions regarding the size of the covariance term. 7

The comparison of the young women whose marriages break dowp with
-

a group of maritally stable women does 'not suffer from the same pro-

. blemp, since the two samples are independently distributed. Labor

supply differences can therefore be-examined independently of differ-

ences between the two groups in sociodemographic and economic charac-

teristics.

Rypotheses

On the basis of the economic theory of labor supplyAsee Appendix

E), hypotheses can be advanced...regarding the impact Cof a marital dis-

ruption on the determinants of a ybung woman'splabor market behavior.
8

7See Appendix C for a complete description of the problems with using
conventional statistical tests and the results of the alternative tests-
adoptedi

8
See Appendix E for a detailed expla4ation of the conceptual framewoilt
for these hypotheses.

. 91
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/ The maritally disrupted woman wOuld be expected to have fewer financial

resources after the dieuption occurs. This is expected tolo,4 true despite

the fact that the income.reduction resulting from the loss of the spouse's

earnings can be cushioned by il)creases in other financial resoureeelquch

as child support, alimony, public asslstance, and support from parents or

relatives If there is such a net income loss, ceteris paribas, on(
Aw

would expect the woman t substitute market work for home work, increasing

the Likelihood of entering the labor force for the woman )fho is out of

the labor force and increasingthe amount of time spent in the labor force

for the woman who is already in it.

This hypothesized response to a change in thp level of nonwage in-

come does not represent a shift in the'labor suptly curve, but rather a
Immo°

movement along the curve. Therefore, if the young woman does not receive

public assistance after the occurrence of a marital disruption the labor

supply effects of own wage and unearned income changes'are-expected hot to

besignificantly different between the pre- and postdisruption periods. 9

In the postdisruption period, wage'changes for women who are receiv-

ing some form of public transfer payments such as AFDC will be associated

9
If, however, the possibility of complementaritris allowed between the
labor supply of the husband and wife, then the 'size of the net wage effect .

irche postdisruption period is expected to be smaller thAn in the.pre-:
tion period, since there are ferwei substitutes for the woman's

market work. This result would be analagous to the results obtained by
Heckman where he compares the derivatives of-the labor Supply .equitions .

for two types of two person households, one in which the wife performs,
market work and one in which she does.no market work. He concludes that
the husband's substitution -compentiated wage) effect, should be Smaller
for those hbuseholds where the wife does nbt work. See Heckman, "Three'
Epsays oR the Supply of Labor and the Demand for Goods," Princeton
University, 1971, Pp. 3-8,

1
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with smaller labor Supply changes than existed before the disruption.

0 This will oocur' because of the reduction of transfer payments that corre-

sponds to increases in labor market earnings. The earnings associated

with labor supply will be "implicitly taxed". at .high rates if the woman

is receiving public transfer payments. Thus the magnitude of the labor

supply.effectS due to wage differences will depend on the sizA of the

implicit tax rate on earnings in the respondent's area of residence.

Assuming changes.in unearned income are similarly taxed, the observed

labor supply Oanges corresponding to a change in unearned income will

also be smaller after
A

the disruption of the marriage than before.

To title extent that black women have Oligher probability of re-

ceivkpg.public transfer payments as female heads of household, the

hypoth6sized differences in the eff.ects of incomes and wages on labor

sapply'between the pre- and postdisruption periods will be more likely

-

to be.found among black than among white disruptees.
10

10
In'the above-stated hypothesis as to racial differentials in labor
supply, the assumption is.that blacks are more.likely to be receiving
public.assistance than whites in the postdisruption period. There
are several possible.rationales for such an assumption.' First, hold-
ing n9nwage income levela constant across the-races, blacks have, lower
expected Wages,than whites. Therefore, even Working full-time, their' -

net earnings ,(as 'compared with those of whites) would be mgre
to make public assistance anrgttractive option. SeCond, holding
expected wages constant, White women can be expected to have highor
nonwage incomes than blacks after disruiftion, even though-the net re-
duction in income between the two perlods is greater for whites._ This
higher nonwage income:pay disqiialify them for public assisigfice bene-
fits. Third, even if both wages and nonlabor income are held constant,.
blacks might'be expected'to 156 more likely to receilfb welnare because
there is less Stigma attached to its receipt by them than for whites.

, 4.
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According to existingditerature, the expectation w9lild be that,

,ceteris paribus, thefpredisruption labor,supply behavior of disrupting

Wo4n aqd the behavior of a comparable group of women whow marriages

. are stable will e simi.lar. Differentials may be created if the inten-

slty of a womarOs work actiyity increases the probability of a marital

. disruption.
ll

Or alternatively, labo upply behavior will differ if

the young woman acts to alter the intensity of her predisruption fator

market participation in anticipation of the event's occurrence. There

are no hypothesized differences in labor lupply behavior by race after

controlling for differences in nonwage income levels and the probability

of receipt of public assistance.

The Empirical Model

As discussed in Appendix, E, the empirical model examines the impact

of the occurrence of a marital disruption on the relationship between

certain socioeconomic factors and the.amount of labor that a young

woman supplies to the market. To ilhis end, the young woman's annuat
%

hours worked before and,after the. disruption.are regressed on her

.potential wage rage and her nonwage income. The ease with which the

woman can obtain welfare benefits, the number of other adult members in

the family, the presence of children, the duration of her marriage,

her health statusl whether she lives in an urban area and cyclical

edonoqic factors are included as additional variables in the model in

order to be able to.isolate the income and wage effects.

. . -,- i'11
6ee Apperidix E foi a discussion of the concepts of "independence"-and
"income" effects as defined by Heather Ross and Isabel Sayhill in

,
Time of Transition, gp 42-47.

40^
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Variable Construction

DaVanzo, DeTrly and Greenberg conclude that cross-sectional e4ti-

,mated labol- supply parameters' are highly drependent on the ways in which

different researchers have constructed the wage and nonlabor income

,vatiables, the particular specification of the labor sup ly model and

lb
the choiCe of the sample. There is a great deal of d1rers1ty among

researC-hers in the assumptit1s used for.estimating labor supply equa-

tions. The following issue will be discussed: first, selection of a

sample population for this study; second, specification of a tabon supply

measure; and third, the, construction of wage and nonlabor income

measures and other independent vviables to be included.

Sample Selection ir
0

Reviewing the labor supply literature, there appear.to be two

potential'sources of sample selection bias wilicable -Co this study.

One is the bias engendered by selecting Out a sample according to

marital status, since marltal status cannot be considered exogenous to
A

labor supply. Since ffndings.(see'Appendl E) suggest the existence of

a causs4 relationship between labor supply and marital status, 4.t_is

important to be aware Qf the Fotential source of bias in thel-ésults

.obtained due to the marital status stratifications.

Second, several'studies exclude peraons receivtng public'Assiel

k
ranee income because.nonwage income then is endogenous and wage rates

12 t-
4 Julie DaVanzo, DennIs N....DeTray, and David 4.,Greenberg;1 'The

Sensitivity of Male Labor Supply EstiTates to Choice of Assump-.

tions," The Review of Economics and Statistics 58, no. 3 (August

_ 1976): 323. -

,

9
0.

41,
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are affected by A. negative t4X rate ori earnings. All of.t,hese studies

examine the labor supply behAvior of female heads of household aEy

one of several demographiC subgroups being studied
3

However, by

excluding public assistacipients, wid6ws in all yrobability

dominate the sample population in these 'analyses. Two alternatives

have been use0, in recent literature to .avoid the neceKsity of exT

cludiag such ohservatihs.' One'alternative is to incorporate an

eVlanatory v;triable which attempts to proxy for the Likelihood that

4a given respondent 1011, reteive public assistance.1 A secOnd method

is to stratify the samplfa by wage levels, hypothesizing that women

with the lowest wage level have the highest probability of the receipt

oe Welfare benefits.15

1-43ee Robert E. Hall; "Wages, Income and Hours of Work," in Income
'Maintenance and Ilbor Supply, Glen Cain and Harold Watts (Eds:1-
(ChA.cagoc' Markham.Press, 1973), 'pp. 102-62; R.H. Frank, "The
zlupply of Labor," Ph.D. dissertation, University of California,
Berkeley, 1972; Mi6hael J. Hoskin, "Economics of LaborrSupply,"
in income Illaintenance anq Labor Suuly, pp. 16-81.

'14,
For an.example of research using this technigte, see 84ward P.
'Kalachek and Frederic A. Raines, "Labor Sufply of Low-Income
W9rkers," in President's ComMission,on Income Maintenance Tech-
niCal Studies,i (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government.Printing
Offtce, '100), pp. 159-86. Kalachek'and Raines, in addition to
incorporating a,xari,able,proxYing for "the probability of welfare
receipi, also restricted their'sample to houdeholdS in the:C.P.S,.
vplose'total income did not exceed twice the Sockal Security Ad-
ministration'S low cost budget level.

15See Trv -Garfinkel and Stanley Masters,'The Effectjo7.Income and
':_lgL_LpjaiWeRateson-theLaboofPritlen (Madison,Wisconsin: Institute for ReSearch on' 'Poverty, 19714), pi) 40-55.

I
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This study does include public assistance recipients. Accord-
.

ingly two methods are used to attempt to control for the probability

of the receipt of such asoistance within the designated labor supply

paraMeters. Initially, explanatory variables which proxied for the

lik6lihood of such publicassistance receipt were included as deterr

minants of labor supply..- A further seratification of postdiaruption,

models by educational level (completion/noncoMpletion of high-school)

was also tried, with the high school dropouts hypothesized to have

the highest probability of the receipt of public transfer payments.

The Dependent lifiriabie -NeasuringIabor Supply'

The measurement of labor supply, both colceptually and opera-

tionally, has been open to controversy in the literature. In this.

subsection two. issues will be addressed: (1) whether it is concer5=

tually more correct to measure labor supply 9.6 annual hours worked

or as.hours offered and (2) whether-nonparticipants should be in-

cluded in the sample universe.

As Daniel Greenberg points out, edonomists estimating labor

supply functions have traditionally assumed that individuals are ob-

served at eh sqUi1ibr1um point, thus making observed hours worked the

appropriate measure of labor supply. To the extent that maay.individ-

ual's labor slIpply is meeisured at a point of disequilibrium, i.e.,

Where hourW offered differ from actual hours worked, this'assumption
p.

, 16 -
See Appendix B for a detailed description of the construction of
this variable.

lb
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of equilibrium is called into question. However, even if.the con-
e le.ceFtually appropriate measure is offered hOurs, there are signifiCant

measurement problems. Hours in unemployment is usually the only '

empirical measure available for the difference between hours yorked

and hours offered, Such a measure js probably not equivalent, to the'

number of hours a person would like to work at'eL,given wage rateP
IL

For the purpose of this itudy,*the assampton will be made that the

respondent's annual workshours do Z.epresent a point of equilibrIum

with a given expected wage rate. For this reason, annual hours in

,

$5. -
unemployme4 will not be included in'the libor supply Measures.

The exclusion of observations from labor force nonparticipants

can also lead to selectivity bias since, as has been mentioned, zero

working hours ir just a.corner solution to,_the labor-leisUre choice.

The line estimated by exclueting nonworkel's would be less steep than the

true function'due to this exclusion. There 'is*another strong-reason to

include nonparticipants: Since one of the purp4Ses of this study is to

assess the differential IMpacts of marital disruptior(on labor.supply,

the inclusion of,nonworkers is necessary to determine the extent of the

impact.

Partilcularly when measuring-the predisruption labor sup y behavior

of disrupting woMen or t'he equivalent behaVior of their co fiuously

married,counterparts, there is a significant proportion of women With.

17
David H. Greenberg, Problems of Model Specification and,Measurement:
The Labor Supply Function, R-1085-EDA (Santa Monica, California:

. Rand Corporation, 1972), pp. 6-9.

s
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zero annual hours of work. 18
Two alternative solutions to this dilemma

*6-
are presented in the literature. One method is to measure labor supply

by a aantinuous measure of annual hours worked with a zero assigned to

nonparticipants and to employ a special statistical procedure such as

Tobit analysis. A second alternative is to assume the labor supply de-

cision is a two-stage process. First, an initial decision is made as to

whether or not to participa lift the. labor'force. Second, given (+he

choice is made to partsicipate, the individual then chooses the number or

hours to work. 19 This study uses the former alternative.20

The measure Of annual hours or work is constructe4 from the respon-

dent's annual work history in the survey years where the tnformatiOn is

.available (1970-1973). In the survey years where such data are not avail-

able (1968, 1969, and 1975), the dependent variable is the product of lithe,

responses to the question on the weeks worked during the,past-Year

multiplied by ihe respon e as to the usual hours worked in a week.

L8At T, 22.8 percf;.nt of whit disruptees and 28.8 percent of black dis-
had zero ho

ercenttfor whi and 28.4'pereent for blacks.
work. At T + 2, comparable figures were 16.1

19
See Boskin, "Economics of Labor Supply," and Kalachek,and'Raines, :Labor
Supply," examples of empirical studies Using the latter procedure. Ati,

20The Tobit results were very simi1 to those obtained through ordin-
ary least squares: Because the least squares regressioh package '

offered more information and permitted the models to be run stepwise,
at, decision-was made to use only OLS results in the text.. See'Appendix
D for a-listing of the Tobit results obtained for the predisruption
labor supply models.

See Appendix B f r a detailed dfscussion of the construction of the
dependent variabl

.1

3*.
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The_ Independent Variables

Labor supply theory suggests that, detéris paribus, variation in

wage rates and nonwage income should explain the labor supply behavior

of an individual, realiondent. Control variables include the:duration of

marriage, the presence of children in the household, SMSA residence,

.accessibility to welfare, the number of other adult family members,

health status, and S variable proxying for eyelleal economic factors.

In this subhction, particular attention will be given to the construe-
)

tion of the wage arid nonwage income varlables. In addition, the ratio-

nale for the chc4ce of control variables will be 4iscu8sed.

(1) Potential Wage Rate

If the sample population is to include women with no labor market

experience during the relevant time period covered a method must be

found to infer a potential wage rate(for such individuals, thehuarket

Wage rate they could expect to receive if hey worked. The procedure

that is generally used in the literature is to impute such,a potential

wage by a two-stage procedure. First, a predicted wage rate is com-

puted from a first-stage regression wherethe sample population is

restricted.to wage and salary workers. This resulting potential wage

measure PO then used for all respondents, Tegardless of work status,,in

estimating the labor supply function.

1 This study uses the above imputation procedure. However, dertain

problemo with the procedure must also be discussed. There is a sub-

stantial risk that valuable information contained in the residuals of:.

the imputing equations is being lost by this technique. Initial

evidence indicates that the variance in the wake rates of the sample

population is substantially'redUced when an imputed rather .0han,an



actual wage rate measure IS used.
22

Additionally, by usifig such an

imputation technique, the assumpeion is made implicitly that if a
%

*nonwdrking woman had the same characteristics (included in the4mput-

ing wage equation) as the wOrking woman, she would obtain the same

wage. because many of the determinants of the wage rate

may independently affect labor supply, there can be severe multi-

collinearity if these wage determinants are also entered directly into

the labor supply model. If 4hese determinant's are excluded from the

labor supply equation, the possibi.lity of omitted variable bias.

24
exists.

F9r 4e purposes of this stwty, actual hourly earnings are '

,

hypothesized to be a function of the respondent's educatibn, SMSA/

nonSMSA residencel'south/nonsouth residence and her self-reported

DaVanzo, DeTray and Greenberg'find\that, atleast with a selected
sample of prime-age males, switching from an observed to an imputed
mage variatle (with a dependent variable 9f annual hours) results in
a smaller negative coefficient.. Also, when an imputed wage variable
is used, the net worth coefficient changes from positive and signi-
ficant to negative and insignificant. Pee DaVanto,'DeTray, and
Greenberg, "Sensitivity of Male Labor Supply Estimates," pp. 316-319.

23
Heckman offers an' ternative procedure that iimultaneously estimates
an offered wage function and asking wage ?unction. See James J.

'Heckman, "Shadow.Pfices, Market Wages and Labor Supply,"
Econometrics, 42, no. 4 (July, 1914), pp. 679-94, for a critique of
the instrumental technique.

011_
'see Keeley,'"Economics of Labor Supply," pp. IV-14-18 for e: complete
review of problems incurred by various wage estimation techniques.
Keeley mentions the additional problem of the endogeneity 'of the
wage rate due to the effect bf taxes. Keeley notes that failureitq
account,for taxes may lead to largebiases in labor supply para-
meters because some'of.the variation in marginal net wages may be
in fact due to,variation in marginal tax rates.

ink
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health status. From these estimates, an expected wage standardized

in 1967 dollars is constructed for all respondent's, whether or not

2
5they. are currently in the labor force. ' Sinte this study is compar

ing labor supply parameter eNtiMatis across timelfor the same groui) of

women, there is no reason to purse the wage of any "temporal" cemponent

'which may exist:

Assumplg that the positive substitution effect dominates the

negative income etfect of the women's own wage, the expected wage

Coefficients will be positive across all models. If no public assis

.tance is received after the sruption occurs, wage effectA should not

alter significantly osor the pertG&or the disruption. If marital

disruption increkases the likelihood of receiving public assistance,

and if black disrup4es are more likely than whites to receiVe such

-assistance, the.expectation is that the size of the substitution

effects will be reduced froth T to T 4. 2 for the disrupting group, with

the reductions being matest for the black disruptees. Substitution.

-effects should be similar, on the other hand, between continubusly

married women and the disrupting womeri in the predisruption period.

(2) Nonwage Income

Since nonresponses on the income equations in the-N.L.S., are not

random, consideration was Wen to using the inetrumental variable

.4
25_
-For a detailed descriptign of the cOnstruction of the potential wage
variable, see Appendix B.

26
See Heckman,,"Three Essays," .fcir a detailed discussion of labor
supply in a life-cycle context.
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technique to estimate nonwage income for those respondents for whom

7
income tnformation was missing.

2
However, the use of'such an imputed

nonwage income measure would have the same problems as were mentioned

with regard to the imputed wage. Also the multicollinearity problem
k

becOmes severe if, both wage and inCome variables are imputed, since

explanatory variables nould be-expected to be similar. For this

reason, it was decided to relduce the nonresponse a e by imputing a

zero to any income component (other than ihusband's r wife's earnings)

where there was a nonresponse. This technique may lead to some under-

statement of actual nonWage incomes but was contlidered quperior to an

imputation procedure.

Isolation of income effects'requirei the examination of varia-

tions in income sources that are not hltere1 by differences in the

wage rate. Forkthe purposes of,this study, in the predisruption period

nonwage income.includes,the husband's earnings (whether wage, Salary

'or self-employment inccime), his asset income (including rental income

receipts and interest and divicend income),-any unemployment compensa-

tion received by the husband, the respondent!s'asset income (including

rental, interest and dividend income), the inedible of any'other family

4 members in the household, and any financial assistance from rela-

tives.
28

In the postdisruption period the nonwage income components

27
Of those who had no answer on the safVey question with regard to
either the wife's or husband's earnings, 43.3 percent were families
where both the husband and wife were working less than 26 weeks.

28*
There are definite weaknesses in the NLS survey instrument with re-
gard to measurement of the variouii components of family income.
If the yeepondent ip living in an extended (other than alone



reMain the Buie, although obviously all income, both earned amd'un,

earned, of the husband'is excluded.

The size'of the income effects,is44ssumed to remain unchanged

over the disruption cycle. There are"three posstble factors., however,

which might alter this expectation. One vould be.measurement-error

in the construction of the income variable, particularly in the post- e

disruption period.where there is little variation amon4 respondents

in the level of nonwage income received. This lack of liariatfion is

due in part to the inadequacy oP the survey instrument's questions

with regard to family income and in part, to the relative youth of the

dample, as manifested by a low level of asset accumulation. A Jecond

factor is the possibility that, at survey poiht T, the subsequent

loss of the husband's earnings is being anticipated, in which case

npnwage income levels (primarily'determAhed by the husband's earnings)

wilf have little effect on the young woman's labor supply behavior.

Finally, if unearned income is subject to the same implicit tax rate as

earned Acome'for those whd 'receive welfare, the size of'postdisruption

income effects will be reduced.

\or with her hwsband), she is only asked the total income of all
family members living in the household and tpen the response is cate-
gorized according to the income leiel. In order to get a continuous
income measure, total family income is then set at ttie midpoint of
the particular catigory. Alto, such respondents may have included
welfare payment& in their responses to the total family income
orriestion. To the extent that this was done, the nonwage income
measure for.these individuals is overstated.

6.

An,alternative to the use of nonwageincome was to value the family's
net assets. ,Unfortunately, since detailed information 'on assets was
not available for the survey years, 1969, 1970 and 1975, this alter-
native Droved infeasible.
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As mentioned in the introduction to this slaiSection, if the in-

.
fluences of wages and income on labor supply are 'to be, isolated, other

social and demographic determinants of labor supply'must be held

constant. These include the following factors: (1) the duration of

the respondent's marriage; (2) the presence of'own children in the

househofd; (3) whether or not the respondent's residehce is in an SMSA;
3

1

(4) the U.S. female un ployment.rate; (5) the health of the respondent;

(6) the probability Of public.assistance receipt; (7) the potential

earnings of other family members. For the purposes of this studY,

all of these variables are assumed to be exogenous..

The speCified control variables are listed below with a brief

statement as to their hypothesized relationship to labor supply.

Access to Welfare: As was mentioned in the section of.this

chapter dealing with sample selection, the exclusion from the..sample

of those women who are receivi4 public assistance.would substantially

reduce the meaningfulness of the results. On the other hand, the

simultaneous relationship between the receipt of such assistance and

labor supply prevents the explicit inclusion of a welfare status

variable in the model. For this reason, two dummy variables are con7

structed which attempt to proxy for the probability that a respondent

will receive such assistance (in particular, AFDC), given the level of

, 4

benefits ind eligil5ility requirements in her state of residence.

States.with above the mean levk (among all states) of AFDC payments

per recipient and with above the mean proportion of eligible popula-
.

don actvally receiving such benefits are classified as "high ielfare"
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states. States- falling outside these two categories conatitute the

reference group.'. Living in a state with high benefits and.,hiA

accessibility would be expected to reduce'labor supply, while low

benefi6 and stringent eligibility requirement's would be expected tO

increase labor'supply relative to the reference group. 29

Other Adult Famillr, Memberi: The inclusion of a variable indi-

cating the number of family members (other than a husband) over the

, age of'18 is necesbaey for two readons. In part, this variable is

introduced to control for differences in nonwage income levels which
C

riay be due filely to whether or not the 'respondent and her husband,
7-

if &Ay, are living in an extended family arrangement (see footnote 29

and'Appendix B for a detailed description of,the problem). This

variable also contfols for the probability of the earnings of other

wage earners being available to the houeehold. The sign of this

Mil$variable is expected to be negative since the presence of such pot

tial earnings would serve to redUce the respondent's labor supply. On

the qthpr hand, it is possible

reduce the cost of working for

that the presence of other adults may

a woman with children and
)

therefore

may lead to increased labor supply.

Children: Since the sample ppulatipn is restricted to young

women, who have-Aot necessarily completed childbearinge a variable

controllintibfor the presence of at ieast one child was considered to .

29Se, Appendix B for a detailed descriptiorkof the construction of
, this vviable.
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be more important thin the total number of own children in the house-

holdt Using those women without children as the reference gmoup,

two 4dumny variables are constructed, one for, the presence or non-

presence of an infant (under 2 years of age) in the househod and the.

Other for the presence:of a,youngest child two yeArs of age or older.

The hypotheSized signs of these dummy variables are ambiguous.

The presence of a child creates a greater need for income.and would-be'

expected to increase Mme devoted to market work. Children, however,

also increase the,costs associated with that market work and therefore,

may serve to deter increased participation. Nevertfeless, it is ex-
A

pected that particularly with the presence of an infant, the negative

effect on labor supply will dominate. The presence of an infant is

presumed to have a stronger negative effect than the presence of.an

older child.

'Duration of Marriage: This variable is included inthe labor

supply models chiefly as a control for differences in the duration

of the,marriages afthose women who areabout to have' heir marriages

-break down relative to;those women whose marriages remain stable.3P

Since there,ivlittle age variation among these women, and since the

effect.of duration of marriage is independent Of the level of family

"As can' be seen in Table 7 in Chapter III, disrupting women in the
predisruption period differ from maritally stable 'women- in their
mean duration of marriage. They likewise differ in their mean age.
HoWever, since the age and duration variables are very:highly
cortelated ,(.70), the decision was made to include only tafe duration
of marriage variable in the labor supply funCtiqe)
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incomewand the Tresence of a child for bOt13 parital status groups, the

size of the effect is expected td be small and the sign aMbigUousl

Health: A .self-reported health status variable is included

directly in the labor supi6ly function (apvell as indireCtly throUgh

the expected wage) since,persons who report a-physical disability

would be expected to have reduced time in'the.labor force. tThe fact

that the measure or health StatUs is self-rated means *that responsei

may be altered by economic factors. For example, a respondent who is

not working and receiving welfare may be.more likely,than her working

.counterpart to rationalize her position by statinA that she does.
1

have,

3/
a health condition which inhibits her'abflity to work.'

1

If this

effect was manifested, then the size of th,oecoefficient'might.be

larger and 'more significant than would be:true if this. variable

proxied only ror an objective measure of the respandent!e health status:,

SMEA/nonSMSA Residence: Living in an SIMSA is hypothesizea to

have a direc.t positive effect on labor sUpply as well as.an,indirect

positive effect through the expected wage rat. The:more diversb

labor market within the_SMSA would be expected to provide jMore job

alternatives, thus being. in- an SMSA Should be PositiVely related to

the hours Vorked.

31-
.

ror a more, complete discussion br, the possible interactive relation-
ship among health, status, public assistance and labor supply, see
Donald 0. Persons, "Black/Whtte Dtfferepcesin Labor- Porce Paitici-
pation of'Older Males;° mimeographed (ColuMbus: The Ohio State,
University, 1977).
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CYclical Economic pactors: As,mentioned Xn the description f

,

the.data,,the sample Uhiverse of'Usruptees reptesents'an vegate
:

.
.

.

4114'
cross-section where compariions are made- at a point in- ime n the

. .
. -

disruption,dycle rather than-across survey years. 'Therefore, it is
..-

.

32

. neoessarY to conero1 for cyclical:trends in the economy .which pay have

'.

had an independent Influence on the labor market behavior of.these

women. The 11*11usion of such a variable is 'particularly ilortant in

,the comparison of the labpr supply runctions or those.who will disrupt

with those won;en whOse marriages retain intact. The,matttally stable

groUp is a orbss-section; the val-uep 4:0f whose parametesi are taken

from a single SUrvey year, 1971. The values of the- paramaterg for the

00

disi-upting sample are takden from the years, p.68 to 1975, depending

on when the ditruption occursand the point in the dlIuptneyçle

being surveyed.

The.U.S. female unemployment rate is used to

cyclical trends. A variable i4 constructed using

yloyment- rate for.the survey year in Which the,voimeablea are being

pp6iy for these
,

. 4

the relevant unem-m-

4

measured. If there are suc 4cyclic 1 effects, they are hypothesized

to be negatively associated W nue,l hours worked since the "dis-

couraged worker" effect is expected tO dominate the "additi9lal

worker" effect.-3?

32Since these women at T -on the rge of a marital disrUption and
at T + 2 have no husband in 'the-household, the additional worker
effect would exist only at T and would be expected to be small. .See
Appendix B for details on-the constrUbtion of all variiibles-included
in the,labor supply functions..

39
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CHAPTER fTT

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

comparison of MgrAal bisrilptees in the Pre.
ind Postdidmiption Periods

Tabular '-fleaulta
.

Changes in Financial Resources°

"roill an economic perspectiVe changes in family income levels ad a4

result of the loss'df,the husband's earnings_to thetousehold (given..

the high probability that the woman;retains custod'hof her children,.

any) represent the most overt,mAnifestation of disadvantage, associated

With marital disruption, Table 2 gives selected mean income characterL

stics of the disrupting 'wOmen by race at T and T + 2. 'The tabl.e

illustrates the sharp declined in family ihcome for'both wtites and

blacks that accompany separation or divorce, although the black dis-

,ruptees have.lower absolute incomes at both T and T.+ 2.1' For these

young women, witokrlittle or.no personal asset income,almost'all of the

.A cautionary note,regarding, these racial differencedein income is in
order. To the extent that yelfare payments and/or income from other
family members may represent more important inCome sources in maritally
diarupted black households, differendep betwpen black.and white in-
comes- may.be overstated due to the possible understatement of these
two-income sou,reè in the raw data.

-33--
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Table 2

Selected Meari Income Characteristics'of Marikai Disruptees
by Race at Times T tyld T + 2"'

.

Characteristics

,

. _Whites /11acks

T 14.2 4 T
r

A

Mean family income 7493 5182 -2311 6058 3542 6.2516

Mean respondent's earnings 1760 5 +1145 1493 2140 +647
.... -.

. c .

Mean nonwaie income 5733 2277 -3456 165 1402 -3163

Percent with family membar
receiving public asst. 5.8 28.1 +22.3 16.4 51.1 +34.7

Percent og household below
, poverty,

f

11.9

_ . i

25.9
t

+14.0 22.0 .49.7'

-

+27.7

1

a
All income figures are weighted and adjusted to 1967 dollars.

b
The Sample'universe includes enrolled women.

.Iionwage,ificome is defined as total family income less
eargings.

dA positive response indicates that some member of the
household is receiving some form of public assistance
12 months.

the respondent's

respondent's
during the past

e
Poverty income is defined according to the standard defiTions of
poverty as published by the C.P.S.

A

4.
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decline reflects the loss pf the husband's income, primarily his.earn-,4-

ings. The tab,le also indicates the increase in the respondent's esin-

ingfr4tween the pre- and postdisruption periods.

There are racial differences in the extent to which the young

women are able to compensate for the lost incoMe to the hollpehold.'

While the drop in family income is ImIlar for both races (although
4

the decrease for blacks is a lfttle larger),,the increase in the mean

earnings of the white respondents is about 65 percent; for the black

respondents, the increase is 43 percent. With ihese increased earn-,

ings, the white woman compe6ates for 33 percent of the loss of nonwage

incole between T and T + 2, while the black woman codpensatee for only

20 percent.
2

Table 2 also pobints out the importance of public assistance as a

financial option to the maritally disrupted woman.3 Within both races

from the time T to T + 2, theie ate sharp increases in the pr6portion

ordisruptees reporting that their families had:received some form of

pgblicassistance during the preceding year. The increase for black

women (35 percentage points) is substantiallk larger than for whites

(23 percentage points). Blacks are more likely than whites to be

2
Nonwage income is defined here as-total family income less the rei-
spondent's earnings.

3Receiving welfaie refAects a positive response to the question, "Did
anyone in this family receive any' welfare or public assistance in the
past 12 months?"
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receiving public aisistanoe at both survey points.
4

The inc easing

proportions of families receiving some forp Of assietance are consis-

tent with the figures giving the percentage of households falling

below "poverty income." Blacks who nre above poverty at T were more

lfitely than their whi:e countrparts tO fall below poverti at T + 2.5

Such data, however crude,.do 04.low a comment on ihe validity of

certain dr the specified hypot eses about racial differences among

disruptees in'the choice of financial options to compensate for the

loss of the husband'd earnings. Although absolute income levels for

,lAacks are lower at both T and T + 2, the declinein family income for

black disruptees is very similar to tha of their white counterparts.

This is due to the relatively small increase in earnings on the pai-t

of black women from T to T + 2. On the other hand, the assumption that.

blacks are more likely to be receiving public assistance in the post-

disruption period is confirmed.

4

5

4

Of thone respondents who are in the sample at T + 2 (and therefore,
have not reaarried) and who respond at T + 2 that they have received
some public assistance or welfare during the previoUs year, only 6
percent of the,whites and 13 peicent of, the blackn were also re-
ceivingAame assistance in the year prior to survey point T.'

Of those white disruptees who' were above'poverty at ç26 percent had,
family income* at T + 2 which put them below povert . For black dis-
ruptees above poverty at T, 40 percent fell below t e poverty income
ceiling at T + 2.

. 1

.16
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Changes in Labor SupplY

The' above income data suggest that employment is one major means

by which women whose marriages break up'compensate for the loss of the

spouse's earnings.: Figure 1 traces the meah annual hours worked by

race of the,sample of maritally disrupted women over the period in

which the disruption occurs, T - 1 to T + 2. At T there is almost no

q. racial difference in mean'hours worked. At T + 1 however, the diffei.-

ence between races is substantial, with the white disruptees working .

an average of 1046 hours and blaCks, 884 hours. By the following survey

date (T + 2), the gap haS further widened with blacks working an

average of 331 houis less than their white counterparts. 6

In an effort to investigate more closely these racial differences

in labor supplas measured by annual hours worked), the wAite and.
I.

'black samples were further stratified by the receipt or nonreceipt of

public assistance. ?
Such a stratification virtually eliminates post-

di4ruption labcir supply differences aCross races, as cap be seen in

For those not receiving assistanee,.the increase in mean

,

46
A tracing of the labor force participation rates of these women over

l. the same periods, T to T + 2, indicates.that of.those women who were
N. in' the laborkforce at T, 74 percent continued to,report themselves in

the labor force at T +. 1 and T + 2.

TAlthough the relationship between the receipt of public assistanceand labor Supplk is a simultaneous one, this result is nevertheless
Interesting (se.Appendix E). It again reinforces the importance ofthe option of public assistance as a substitute for market work formaritally disrupted women.

AP`



Hours
Worked
(00's)

Whites

Tie/T+1 T+2
..Disruption

Figure 1

Mean Anbual Hours Worked by Marital Disruptees
by Hace from 11,1 to T+21

1
These figures are weighted means.

Time Period
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Hours
Worked

(00's)
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r
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811
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agasoa emmore olowasi

IP

Whites - No Public

Assi4etance

Blacks `..- No Public

Assistance

Whites

e" /°Blacks

- On Public

Assistance
- On%Public

Assistance

T-1 T.-s-V--"T+1
Disruption

Figure 2

T+2 Time Period

Mean Ahnual Hours Worked by Marital Disruptees by Race
by Receipt of Public Assistance from T-1 to T+21

1
These means are weighted.



.ann al hours worked from periods T to T f 2 becomes steeper for both

blacks.and whites. For whites not receiving public assistance, there

is an increase on,average of 737 hours, while the inèrease for all

whites is 479 mean hours. The results are similar for bladks; those

blacks not receiAting assiitance show an increase of 587 hdars, while

the unrestricted sa4le has an increase of only 98 hours. As is evi-

dent by the above figures, the absolute increase in mean holm% worked

is larger for whites, regardless of whether-a restriction on public

assistance receipt is introduced.

Resultillof the Multivariate Analysis

Tables 3 and 4 present the summary statilics and regression re-

sults by race for the maritally disrupting sample at T andj + 2. An

examination of the summary statisti,98 indicates those parameters which

undergo substantial alterations ,frOm T to T + 2. As expeted, for lipth,

races nonwage income levels drop substaptially as does the percentage

of vompn having a youngest child under 2. It is interestingito note
1

that among white disrupting women, in the postdisruptioft period the

percentage of women siating that they had a health problem sufficiently

severe to affect their ability to work doubles. At T + 2 an increased

proportion of these women are living in an extended family setting

(with another adult over 18 in the household). This latter result is

also seen within the sample of black women, but the inirease is insub-

stantial. Finally, the increase in tht annual hours of IA is as

expected, with an increase for whites of &most 60 percentage'pyints and

for blacks, 14 percentage points..
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Table 3'

Suimary Statistics: Determinants of Annul.' Hours Worked
in the Pre- and Poitdisruption Periods (T and T + 2) by Racea'b

(st. deviations in parentleses)

Characteristics
c ,

Race

Whites' Blacks

T T + 2 T 1 '1/412eop,

,

Duration of Marriage 6.78 7.08 ' 5.,97 6.2
(4.99) (5.16) (4.63) (4.60)

Age of Youngest bhild < 2, .49 .26 .68 .35
( .50) ( 44)

( 47) ( .48)
Age of Youngest Child .2 .12 .28 .12 .28

( .33) ( .45) ( .33) ( .45)Nonwage Income 5668 2083 4678 1351
(3529) (4682) (3548) (2587)

Respondent's Health .06 .12 .06 .06
( .24) ( ,.33) ( .23) ( .24)

Potential Wage 1.60 1.75 1.48 1.60
C .38) ( .33) ( .39) ( .40)

High Welfare State of Residence .40 .45 .29 .27
( .49) ( .50) ( .46) ( .45)

Low Welfare State of Residenee .27 .19 .48 .42
( .45) ( .40) ( .50) ( .50) .

Unemployment Rate (U.S.) 5.52 6.28 5.58 6.30
( .83) ( .75) ( .88) ( .78)

NUmber of Household.Members. .24 .61 .67 .77
over 18

( .65)- ( .92) (1.13) (1.07)
SMS.A Residence .66 .70 .65, .73

( .471 ( .46) ( .48) ( .44)
Annual Hours Worked 823 1312 84o 954

( 789) ( 893) ( Soo) ( 909)
... .4
a

4

The sample universe includes tOose women who experience A. marital
disruption between 1968 and 1973 and who were not enrolled in
school. See Chapter II for a more detailed description.

The summary statistics are unweighted.

Exact descriptions of the constilictIon of t charaCteristics
are given in Appendix B.



Table II

Ragress!on Results: *Determinants of Annual rours Workd in tha,gre- and Pont-
disruption Periods (T and T'+ 2) by Hace

(t statistics in parentheses)

Characteristics
c

Race

Blacks

T 2

Duration of Marriage

Age of Youngest Child 1 2

Age of Youngest Child 2

Nonwage Income

Respondent's C:.alth

Potential Wage

23.10**

( 2.15)
-859.30***
(- 8.18)
-685.19***

(-

I - .0053
(- 0.41)

-199.79
(- 1.05)

479.94***
( 3.37)

High Welfare State of Residence

Low Welfare State of Residence

- 23.70

(- 0.21)
51.62

.( 0.44)

Unemployment Rate (U.S.) - 51.77
(- 0.88)

Number of household members over 18
3(6).4)(:

SMSA Residence -193.99

Constant (- 8628.231""

( 2.52)

235

R2 (adj) .29

F Ratio 9.66***

OM.

(- 0.15)
-35(.45"

(- 1.86)
24iJP9

( 1.i0)

.CO6
( 0.38)
-446.47**

(- 2.0)4)

757.97***
( 7.69)
- 4 40

t

(- 0.03) '

409.72**
( 2.07)
- 8.50
(- 0.09)
- 77.97

(- 0,90)
-218.49
(- 1.17)
254.11

( 0.32)

16.18

( 1.09
-230.71*

(- 1.39)
136:84

( 0.55)
- .01T

0.79)
-425.53*
(- 1.59)

598.85***
(' 2.55)
-11.75
(- 0.07)
296.41

( 1.65)**
-54.26
(- 0.72)
-89.09*
(- 1.4o)
138.55

( 0.85)

235.92
( .0.47)

T + 2

16.67

( 0.98)
-222.9L
(_ 1.'24)

431.67
( 2.23)

.05

( 1.146)

-1407.57*

(_ 1.3(1)

1205.14***
( 4.71)
_16.03

(- 0.09)
?e10.37***

( 2.3)4)

-151.04*
(_ 1.55)

-73.64

(- 0.80)
-274.65

(- 1.47)
-122..65

(- 0.18)

135

.26

5.18***

a Sample universe includes those women who experience a marital disruption between 1969

and 1973 and who are not enrolled in school. See Chapter 11 fOr a more detailed

description.
The rsgression results are unweighted.
Signififeance levels are given for one-tailed tests, except for the "duration of marriage"

variable where significance levels are given for two-tailed tests.

*** Significant at 1 percent level.

Significgnt 'at 5 percent level.

Significant at 10 percent level.

19
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For bo races there are differences betifeen the pre- and post,.

disruption periods in the signs and sizes oJ the income and expected

wage variables. In the predisruption period, for both races, the non-

wage income coyficient, whip, neiative, Is insignificant. There are

several possible explanations for the insignificance of this nonwage :

income coefficient in the predisruption period. These will be detailed

later.
8

,

In the postdisruption period (T + 2),, the *come effects are

actually positive. 9\A positive income effect, of course, is incon-

sistent with the conventional theory of labor supply. A possible ex-

planation of this result I. the likelihbod in the postdisruption,period

of substantial measurement error in the constructiod of the nonwage

income variable. . In those households where the wife arid huaband; if

any, do not live alone, the resPondent is asked only the amount of the

total income of all family members in the household. There is no dis-,

tinction made as to whether this income is available for the respon-
.,

dent's use. For this reason, a control variable for the number Of

adult members was added as an additional explanatory variable. As

expected, it is collinear with the level of nonvage income. A possible

8
See page 69 of this chapter for a complete discussion of possible
alternative explanations.

9
In the case of black women, the sigh and size of the income coefficient
are significantly 41tered betweeh the pre- and postdisruption periods,

i

(T ,and T + 2). See Appendix C for a complete list of confid nce
intervals for the labor supply parameters included in the mo el.
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conivuence of this collinearity is to reduce the size and significance

of the nonwage income coeff1cient.
1Q

The gross wage effects for both races. on the other hand, are

positive and highly significant at both.points, T and T + 2. Contrary

to prior expectation, the size of the,coefficients nearly doubles for

whites and more than doubles for blacks, with blacks being the more re-

ft

sponsive at both survey points,. The substitution effects in elasticity

form for each-subgroup are given in Table 5.4

Tabt 5

§ubstitution Ejasticities in the Pre- aRd
and Postdisruption Periods:by gace

Substitution Time Period
Elasticities T v T + 2

Whites 94

.

1.49
Blacks 1.08 2.10

. -

.aCalculated from figures given in Tables 3 and 4:

10
At T + evidence of measurement error is manif,sted in the fact that
within both races the coefficient of variation on the nonwage income
variable is about 2. In addition, the distribution of nonwage incame
aylpears bimodel with approximately 50 percent of the disruptees having
zero nonwage incomes and 25 percent,.incomes of $2,000"or above.

A second explanation for the positive sign of the nonwage income'co-
efficient at T + 2 is given by Rosenman who*obtains a similar result
in het investigation of postdisruption labor supplo using the N.L.S.
older women's data. Given the low mean levels of post-split income,
the 1Trer the income the more likely that the family can qualify for
welfare, providing the head with an incentive to reduce labor supply.
The higher the income, the more likely it is that augmentation requires
increased labor supply' by the respondent. See Linda S. Roseman,
Niritel Status Change and Labor Force Readjustments: An Analysis of
Female Heads of Families," Ph.D. dissertation (St. Louis: Washington
University, 1977), p. 93.
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The increase in the size of the substitution e ticities for blacks

between the pre= and postdiOruption periods is s bstantially greater

than for whites; blacks also have higher absOlutel elasticities at both

points in time.

Suc4 results can possibly be explained by a

potential wage rates for the disruptees due to t

positive bias to t!he

interaction among

low wage rates; tfie AFDC program and labor supplyl. Divorced or sepa-

.

rated women with low expected wage rates work le4 not only because of

their lower earning potehtial but also because the ,receipt of welqre

benefits is a more attraetive option for them tha# their higher wage

counterparts. With ttie receipt of such welfare, financial benefits to

.increased labor supply are further reduced by. the Implicit negative

tax on wages that such a program imposes. 11

It is interesting to note that other studies which have analyzed

the liibor supply behavior of ferale heads of household (where public

assistance have been included in the universe) have pro- lk

duced similar results. Garfinkel and Masters ftnd that gross wage

effects, where expected wages are instrumentalized in a.very similar

manner to this stucky, are.much larger for female heads of household

11
Stratification of the postdisruption labor supply models by whether
or not the young woman has finished should help to

ar
.

clify some of these unexpected results. .See Section C for a
discussion'of the results obtained from this stratification.

A
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than for Married women with children. tiosenman, who investigates

the "pre- and post-split" labor supply behavior of a sample of older

women (aged 30 to 44 in 1967) also finds larger groas wage effects

in the postdisruption period. In addition, she alas!) obtains positive

inciome effects in the post-split labor supply mode1.12

V.

Control Variables

(1) Whites

For the subset of white women, the control variablee, particu-

larly those variables which indicate the presence or nonpresence of

a child in the hoUsehold, are the most responSive to the change in

marital status. The. coefficients of the dummy variables referring

to the presence of a child in the household are significantly differ-

ent from T to T + 2. The responsiveness of the young woman's labor

supply to the preSence of an infant (under 2) relative to being

childless 1s substantially reduced, although the coefficient remains

negative and significant (at the 5 perctpt level). If the age of

theyoungest child is over two, the labor supply.response is highly

4
significant and negative in tge predisrUption period,.and actually be-

comes positive at T + 2.

Figure 3 illust;atcs the predicted mean annual hours worked tor

whites.by the age of the youngest child over the disruption cycle,

I

12
See Garfinkel and Masters, "Effect of Income," pp. 45-46 and Rosenman,
"Marital Status Change," pp. 84-90.
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T - I to T + holding the other parameters in the labor supply Model

contAant. The increase in mean hours worked is substantial for those

women with children, while :tere is little change for those women

without children. The only unexpected result, RA was mentioned above,

th the predictio that by 7 + 2 women with a youngest child aged two

or older will have larger mean annual work hours than their childless
*

cdunterparts.

Other control variables which vary significantly between T and

T + 2 include the "auration of marriake" and "tow welfare state pf

residence." As hypothesized, the positilre effect of living in a "low,

welfare" state is much stronger tn the postdisruption period: Once

Controls are put on the presence of children and nonwage income levels,

duration of marriage is positively Yelated to labor supply at T. This

relationship disappears by'T + 2. The reasons fcir the altvation in go

both the sign and the coefficient of the 'duration of marriage" vari-

able are ,nct evident.

(2) Blacks

In comparison,to,the subset of white women, among black r4spon-

dents the control variables are less significantlir altered by the dis-

ruption process. Only the coefficient of SMSA/nonSMSA variable is

altered significantly. The sign of the SMSA variable actually moves

from being nonsignificant and positive, to negative. There appears to

be no adequate explanation for this phenomenon;
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Chi 1 dles s

child < 2

Oa

1
This figure is constructed from regression results.presented in Table
4. These results are unweighted.

T+2 ime Period
Disruption

Figure 3

Adjusted Annual Hours Worked by Age of the Youngest
Child from T-1 to T+2: Whites

J,)



Unlike

significant

the subset of white women, for the blacks there are no

changes in the size or the signs of the variables controk

ling for the presence.of a child.. Figure 4 gives predicted mean

annual hoUrs of work from T - 1 to T + 2 by the age of the youngest

child in the household (if any), holding all other parameters constant.

Only those with a child ,under 2 follow a clear Pattern. In contra0
. ,

to whqe women, these women have almost no predicted increase in hours

voiked over!he disruption cycle once all other parameters are held

constant. . The pattern for, the other two child status groups is much1

less-clear, perhaps partly reflecting the small proportion of black
t

women who are childless and the diverse nature of the group. It is

interebting that the older bhild effect (age of youngest child > 2)

is positive at both survey points.
13

Eesults of.the Postdisruption Multivariate Analysis Stratified by
Education

In order to examine more'carefully, the capability of the models

as formUlated to eXplain adequately variations in labor supply among

those women with the highest probability of being eligible for welfare,

13_
'unadjusted figures for:black women on the mean annual hours worked
by the age of the youngest child indicate a similar tiattern. At
T - 1 and T, childless women actually work fewer mean hours than
women with older children. At T + I and at T + 2 the difference'in
mean hours worked 'between the two groups is slightly_over 100 hours.
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Child = 2
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Child < 2

T-1 T3it7\11i07,5;1 T+1

4

Figure )4

T+2 "Time Period

Adjusted Annual Hours Worked by Age of the Youngest
Child from T-1 to T+2: Blacks'

1
These figures are constructed from regression results presented in
Table L. These are unweighted figures:



the postdistOtion models were further stratified by whether or not

theNTsponde9t had completecleligb School) The empirical results are
I

given in Tablbs'6 and 7.
14

As expected, the summary statistids indidate higher.levels of non-

wege ind;omehigher.poteritial es, more hours worked per year,

1

shorter durations of marriage,and lower percentages with'children

among thTse who have completed high school as compared with high school

dropouts. One interesting'result is the fact that Opercent of white

. high sChool dropouts claim a health disability which limits their

"activity or the kind of work they can do. This*percentage Is,signi-

ficantly higher than the percentages for white graduates or for blacks

'01Rin either educational attainment catego Th64esult'serves to

reinforce'the premise that, because health status is self-rated, re-

sponses to the question can be influenced by econamic and other 9n-
1,

vironmental circumstances. For example, a female head of household

may ratior&lize her receipt of public transfer payments by specifying,

that she has a phytsical disability limiting her ability to work.

Wilites

Examination of the regres woresults for white disrupted men

(see Table 7) produces some int resting results. While the adjusted

R2 value for White drophs is extremely high (.54), the R2 vaq for

40ne;obvious problem with such a stratification is that the almple
1

Biles become extremely! smallA

(
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Table 6

Elmmary Statistics: Detetminants of Annual Hours Workedniii the Post:disruption Period

1."-1-by- Hat°,e-anfi-by-Ultwatip '

(st. deviations in parentheses)

Characteristics°

RACE

Whites. Blacks

Dro outs
d

Graduates
e

nro outs Graduates

Duration of Marriage 8.42 6.37 .6.75 5.60

(6.07) (4.49) (5.00) (4.05)

Agq of Youngest Child< 2 .40 .21

( .48) ( .41)

Age of Youngest Child > 2 .26 .29

( 44)
( .46)

Nonwage Income 1800 222
(3048) (53514)

Respondent's Health

Potential Wage

*High Welfare State df Res.

Low Weifare State of Res.

. .
Unemployment Rate (U.S.)

Number of Household Members over 18

SMSA Residence

Annual Hours Worked

414

4,( .5o)

.29

.46)

132Q
(2408-)

.24

( .43)

.27

( .45)

1 381

(2803)

.20
( .40).

.08

( .28)

.07
( .25)

.o5

( .22)

1.48

( .21)

(1:f2;99) 1.140

( .33)

1.83

( .39)

.42 .46 .26 .29
( .50) ( .50) ( .44)

.18 .20 .1414 .140

'( .39) ( .40) ( .50) ,( ./49)
6.34 6.25 6.15 6.148

( .67) ( .70) ( .84) ( .07)
.N. .56 .86 .66

( .97) ( .90} (LA) (1.04)
.62 .75 .67 .81

( .49) ( .44) ( .47) ( .40)

931 1513 632 1315

( 866) ( 845)
( 735) ( 952)

For a detscription of the sample see Table 4.a

b The regression results are unweighted.
Exact descriptions of the construction of,the chara stics are given in Appendix B.

Dropouts are defined aq, haring completed less than years of School..

Graduates are defined as having completed 12 or more years of schOol.

4



Table 7 ,

Regression Results: Determinants of Annual Hours Worked etybRace and by Education in the
Postdisrliption Period (T + 2) '

111110110011.

(t-statistics in parentheses)

Characteristics°

RACE

Whites Blacks

DrolkUtSd Graduatese Dropouts Graduates

Duration of Marriage - 26.21 26..81 20.91
( 2.148) (- 1.18) ( 1.21) ( 0:68)

Age of Youngest Child < 2 - 88.59 -369.8T* -365.30** 100.75
(- 0.37) (- 1.50) (- 1.751- ( 0.29)

Age of Youngest Child 2 660.80 38.15 136.49 576.48
( 2.78) ( 0.15) ( 0.50) ( 1.94)

Nonwage Income - .02 .003 0.05 .04

( 0.53) ( 0.18) 1.10
41,55.43

( o.65)
Respondent's Health 49.39 -723.48** -595.09

( 0.21) (- 2.27) (- 1.02) (- 0.96)
Potential Wage 2122.2*" 91.24 444.62 1154.1 **

( 3.18) ( 0.22) ( 1.16) ( 2.28)
High Welfare State of Res: -363.16** 181.99 106.27 -210.87

(- 1.81) ( 0.82) ( 0.46) (- 0.68)
Low Welfare State of Res. 952.21 e** 138.98 319.28* 1106.40

( 3.75) ( 0.54) ( 1.46) ( _0.34)
Unemployment Rate (U.S.) -547.54*** 181.40 -158.90* -169.59

(- 3.70) ( 1:55) (- 1.46) (- 0.91)
Number of Housellold Members over 18 w,43.03 -147.20 - 83.07 - 10.35

( 0.39f (- 1.28) (- 0.80) (- 0.06)
SMSA Residedce. - -290.13 / 133.12 -768.19

(- 0.28) (- 1.14) ( o.6o) (- 2.11)
Constant 761.43 680,73 703.46 -635.01

( 0.71) ( o.64) ( 0.88) (- 0.45)

50
51. 95 73 Ee

R2 (adj.)

F Ratio

.54

***

.o6

1.51

.18

2.43* 1.7

a For description of sample, see Table 4
b The regression results are unweighted.
c Significance levels are given for one-tailed tests except for the "duration ormarriage"

7 .
variable'where sioolificance leirels are,given for two-tail:0 tests.
Dropouts are defined as having completed less than 12 years of school.

e Graduates are defined as having completed more than 12 years of
*** Sfgnificant at 1 percent
** Significant at 5 percent

Significant at 10'percent

school:.
level.

level.

level.

f
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1

high school gradua:i4 ilkety close to zero (.04.5). _Although the

small size of the sample of white dropouts makes agy conslusiohs some-

what tentative, the results do indicate that therçp distinct differ-
\

ences in the ,postdisruption,Wor supplykes es of graduates and

dropouts. The mean ual hours of work of wITe graduates are signi -

ficantly greater and have a lower variance than those of.their less

educated counterparts. This lack of variation in work hours among

high school dropouts accounts for the'low explanatory powerof the

model. On the other hand, the specified 1.04 supply model is very

successful in explaining'variations in postdis uption work behavior

among dropouts, the women with the ighest robability of receiving

some type of public assistance. These results indicate that, at

/-

least among white maritally diszAlted women, olombining high Ischool

dropouts and graduates in the postdisruption ltibor supply model (see

Table 4) masks significantly different,work responses on the part of

the two groups to the specified parameters.

Examination of variations in indivfdual coefficients betwyen the

two groups should,serve as an indicator of where the direct and in.-

gir

direct effects of public assistance receipt, if any, are being mani-

fested. As hypothesized, the coefficients of the welfare variables 40,

("higA and lbw welfare state of residence") are large and sigrgficant

in the right directions only for the sample of dropouts. The posittve

labor supply responbe to potential wage rate changes is also

41.
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signitficant only among high School dropouts; this result contradicts
a

prior expectations.

This difference in the sizes pf the gross wage.effects between the

dropodts and graduates warrants further attention. Calculations of the

pure substitution elasticities for the two gropus yield significantly

,different results, a value of 3.140. for white dropouts and.702 for

white graduates (t02.68).15 These results seem to confirm the explana-

,tion given earlier in this section for the increase in the size of the

grois wage effects for both whites4.and.blacks between the pre- and

postdisruption periods.- Because these women are young, their nonwage'

income levels when disrupted remain fairly constant across educational

levels. The young woman with a relatively high earning potential,

i.e. having graduated from high school, Will perceive no real non-

market alternatives to increasing her financial resourc6s.

the male head of household) will, therefore, exhibit little

like

sponse

to wage rate chariges becaUse she is already working almost full-time

and due to her lack of financial alternatives, cannot afford to alter

her labor supply. The ghite high school dropout, on the other hand,

has the higher probability of being eligible for'welfare, glven her low

1
One obvious problem with such calcuaations, as VMS mintiohed earlier
is the possibility of substantial measurement error in the cOn-
struction of the nonwage income variable. This error in all pro-
bability accounts for the Positively signed income effects for
three out of the four.subgroupd being studied.
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earn4 potential.and the high incidence of health-related

Public assistance thus becomes

ing her the option of leaving

in her potentiaa wage.
16

a substitute for her market

the labor market in response

56

disability%

work, allow-

to declines

OnlY the presence.of an infant in the familj and the existence of

a ,physical health disabi4t); are 'significant determinants of 1bor

suPply among higii school graduates. These resvlts are as expected,

gilcen the fact that the disruptees who have at least a high

school diploma have a mean annual hours worked of about 1,600 hours

(close to full-time) and a relatively low standard error. There is

thuolittle variation in labor supply to be explained by the specified

model.

One interesting result not:mentioned above is the negative and

signifidOtnt coefficient on the "unemployment rate" variable for high

school dropouts; while for high school graduates, their same coefficient

is actually positive. This indicates that young women who had not

completed high school and who are in a disrupted status in the survey

years where female unemployment rates were high had significantly

decreased labor supply as compared to their counte arts whose marriages

-The construction of the potential wage variable'is such that wage
totes can only be altered by changes in educational levels, residence
(in or out of the South or an SMSA), or health status4 The large
sUbstitution effect for high school dropotits indicates that the more
years of education such a young woman cah complete, the greater will
be the intensity of her participation in the labor force.

-"'
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became digrupted in years where the unemployment rates were lower. For

high school gyaduatts. the_. reverse_ was true. Thus the labor supply of

high schodltdropouts appears to be more sensiti.ve to cyclical economic

chAnges than the supply of their better educated counterparts.

Blacks

The differences between black dropouts and graduates in terms of

the responsiveness of labor supply to the spegified parameters are much

less pronounced than those between i e dropouts, and graduates. The

adjusted R
2

v0.4es are similar; the model for black dropouts is only

*marginalty significant and the model for graduates has no statistical

significance. Nevertheless, as was true for white female heads, the
;

effect of living in ai"low welfare" state is significant for black

dropouts but not for graduates.

tIn contrast to the results for whites, the substituti elasticity

is smaller (1.06) for black dropouts than for graduates (1.66), but

the difference is not significant (t 0 .95). The results obtained for

black dropouts and graduates are the results expected from labor-

leisure choicereory. Nevertheless, the marginal significance of the
,

black models requires that such a conclusion be advanced with the

qualifying statement that further stlidy is needed.

4IV *4
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1

ComparisOn of Maritally Disrupting Women with the
Reference GrouR of Maritally Stable Women at T

It is possible that the preceding discussion of a1te4ions in

the young women's initial labor supply resporise to the occurrence of

marital disruption may in fact understate the actual impact of the

event. This would le true if, t6 some degree, the young women act to

alter their behavior in anticipation of the imminent marital breakdown.

This section, by both tabular and multivariate comparisOns, will seek

to ascertain whether or not there is such an anticipatory effect.

Tabular Resu1ts

Comparing selected, ncome characteristics of the sample of dis-

rupting women in the pred sruption period with a reference group* or

maritally stable women (see Table 8), certain differences are evident.

For both whites and blacks mean family income levels and mean levels

of husband's earnings are lower for the disrupting sample then the
111

reference group. In absolute terms, income levels are loWer for blacks

40
than whites, regardless of. prospectiVe marital status. ,On the other

hand, the mean earnings levels of the respondents show little differ-

ences among whites, but.among blacks those whose marriages are stable

have higher levels. This differential.among blacks can.at least in

part be attributable to the higher proportion of welfare recipients

among black disrupting women, reflecting the faCt that 22 percent of

1
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Table 8

Selected Mean Income Characteristics of Marital Disruptees in the
Predisruption Period (T) with Reference Group in 1971, by Racea,/

if 4

Whttes Blacks
-7ReferenceCharacteristics Marital Marital Reference

WAD 'GrouP

Mean Family Income

,Disruptees

7493

,Disruptees.,

8664 6058 7003

Mean Husband's Earnings 514T, 6039 , 3927 4651

Mean Respondent's Earnings 1760 1747 1493\ 1667

% with Family Member
Receiving Public Asst. 5.8 3.6 16.4 10.0

% Below Povertyc li.9 3.7 22.0 16.2

'aFor description of construction of the sample of marital disruptees
the reference group, see the text. Sample includes these enrolled.

b
All figures in the table are weighted.

cPoverty income is defined acc4ding to standard definitions Of poverty
as published by thi C.P.S.
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these women live families whose incomes.are below poverty level.

White disruptees are also more likely to be receivinw welfare and to

have family incomes below noveAv than tkteir maritalAV stable counter-

parts, but their mean earnings are actually higher.

Results of the Multivariate Analysi&

Tables 9 and 10 present summary statiatics and regression results

by race for the maritally disrupting group at T and the reference group.

in 1971. Table 9, vihich gives summaly means and standard devfations

nor the parameters used in the specif1ed.labor supldy nanctions, yields

certain differences and Some notable Similarities between the Character-

istics of the disruptees and thOse of the refernce grodp.

Among the subsample li)f whites, there is no difference in annual

hours-worked or in the percentage of women With a,child under two. The

reference group, however, is sl ightly more.TIkely to have a child, a

longer duration of their-marriage (slightly over 4 years), higher .

levels of nonwage income, and slightly higher potential wage levels tlian

.

the disrupting group Bletck disruptees, in contrast, are more likely

to have a child and t live in a "low weleare" state of residence than

. their nondisrupting counterparts. Lkke the white reference group,

1L black maritally stable women have a higher mean nonwage income, duration

of marriage (about 3½ years), and potential wage thmn thoelewho disrupt.

As with white women, the mean annual hours of work do not differ signi-
.

ficantly between the two'groups.
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,

Summary Statistics: Determinants of Annual Hours Wprked by Pronpeoilve Marital Vtatua and iiROP in
the Prediartiption Period err,

(atandard.deviationo In pareuthesee)

t

Characteriseic
'

.

Race

, . Whites
.1,,z.

,

-
Blacks .

Potal

.,,,

Disruptees
i

6.78
',.(4.99)-

.. .49

(.50)
.12

"3)5668

(3529)
.06

(.24). .

1.60
(.38)
.40

(.40)

.27
(.45)
.24

(.65)
. .66

(.47)

823
, (789)

Reference
Group

8.45

(5.49)
.49

(.50)
.18

,br
(3933)

.06

(.24)

! 1.79
(.38)

.39
(.49)

+27
(.44)

.40
(.96)

.62
(.48)

829
(889)

......_

Toal

6.80

(5.20)
.61

(.49),
.16

10'
(3248)

.05

(.22)

lo55

(07)
49

(.46)

. .53

(.50
.67

(1.-.14),

.65

(.48)

.35
(.414)

856
(820)

Disruptees

5.97
(4.63)

.68
(.47)
.12

(.33)
4678
(3544

.06

(.23)
1.48

(.50)
.29

(.46)

.-48

(.50)
.67 i

(1.13)

.65

(.k8)

84o
(800)

Reference
_Group

'7.25-

(5.44)

.57

. .17

(.38)
5018

(3071),
,05

1.59

(.35)
.30

(.46)
.60

(.50)
.67

(1.14)

.64-

(.48)

856
(832)

Dwation of Marriage

.Age of Youngest Child< 2
,

Age of Youngest Child = ,2

.

Nonwage Income

Respondent-'s Health

Potential Wage

High Welfare State of Res

Low Welfare State of Res

Number of Household
Members over 18

SMSt.k Residence
-

Total Marital Status
.

Annual Hours Worked

8.18

(5.45)
.49

(.50)
.17

(.38)

65i,i

(3889)
.06

(.24)

1.76

(.39)
.39

(.49)

.27
(,)14)

.J8
(.92)

. ,63.

(.48)

,

16

(.37)
828
(874)

For a description of the sample universe of disruptees see. Table 14. The reference group
consists of women :married in 1971 who did not disrupt betWeen 1968 and 1975 and who were
not enrblled in school; T represents 1971 far the reference group.

Summary statistics are unweighted. '

For a complete descrip4on of the cOnstructioh of characteristics, see Appendix B.

OP
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RegressiOn Results:

Tible 10

,b2

Determinants of Annual HoOraroped by Prospective Marital Status and Race
in the Predisrupt.ion Peeiod T)

_ .

Whites Blacks
Chvacteristicsb . ,

Referen
V

Reference

Total Disruptees Grouplit Total ,Disruptees Group
,

Duration of Wriage 4.42 21.13** 1.06 17.98** 14.37 '18.58*

1(0.92) (2.01) (0.20) (2.13) (0.95) (1.81)

Age of Youngest Child < 2 -968.014*** -869.69*** -288,148*** -1492.27*** -225. 63* -627.38**

(-19.91) (-8.33) ( * .011 (-5.3)4) (-1.36) (-5.53)

Age of Youngest Child -666.58*** -693.62*** ,...05*** _51.36 137.89 -118.93

(-9.40) (-Ie. H) (-8.47) (-0.39) (0.56) (-0.75)

Nonwage income -.0,39*** ops .. p31*** .018, -.013 .014

(-5.43) (-0.40)-, (-5.33) (0.15) (-0,66) (0.93)
1

Respondent's Health ^116 . 54* 'K102 .914 '4A461411 -503.75*** -413.57*. T59a.65**
(-1.47) (-1.02T .' .P1.14) (-3.14) (-1.55) (-2.93)

Potential Wage 389.22*** 439.65*** 368.88***- 402.94*** 538.72*** 319t82414-

(6-52) ' (W6), (5.45) (0.96) (.45) (1.82)

High Welfare State of Res. 24.06 -10.4:) i 24.25 -81239 -3.83 -120.51

,
(0.52) (,0.10) (0.47) (4-0.75) (-0.02) (-0.82)

,

Low Welfare State of Res. gi.17" 44.79 103.020.4E- 173.20* . 296.1414** 116.0
(1.87) (0.39) (1.86) (1.59) (1.65) (0.8'3)

No. of Household Members -24.60 -33.15 -35.54* -91. i3**4.. -96.72*
over 18 1------ (-1.04) (-0;46) (-1.39) . (-2.62) (-1.551 (-2.08)

SMSA Reiidence -1Q7.76 -f8).82 -88.39 91,08 l4.11 43.04
(-2.42) (-k1.78) (-1.80) (0.98) (0.95) (0.37)

Total Marital Status -.04.:-). ,
-..........

- 120.6 - . - 4
(-0.0o)

0 (1.56)

Constant 935.59*** 653.13*** 1015.9*** . 322.93 6.36 555.58**

(7.46) 2.64 (7.20) (1.25) (0.02) (1.66)
.

. _

,
6

it, 1473 233 1238 , 456 161 295

R
2

(adj) .31 .29 .31 V .15 .10 .17

F Ratio 59.50 *** 10.56 *** 55.90*** . 2. '7e0.-Ii- 6.96*-**
./

Oee footnotes 1 and 2 on liable 8.
.

Significance levels arp given for ope-talled tests except for the-"duration of marriage" variable
,vhere significance levels are given for two-tailed tests.

Significant at 1 percent level.
Significant at rpercent level.
Significant at 10 percent level.

4
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A7examination of the Abor Supply responsed of the women whose

marrcages are to be disrupted and of the reference group (see Table 10)

does reveal certain differences. 11
Among,whites, the duration of

marriage significantly affects only themlabor supplied by the-disrupt-

ing group. On the other hand, nonwage rheome levels and living in a

"low welfare" state of residence are significant determinants of labor

supply only for the reference group. I% contrast, for blacks, nonwage

income effects remain insignifi6ant for both malital status groups and

living in 2s"1ow welfare' state of ipsidence has a significantoeffect

on labor supply only for disrupting women. The negative labor supply

effects of having a child in the household, particularly an infant, .

are/much more pronounced in the case of the reference group.

, In or4er to examine the statistical significance of these

apparent differences in labor supply pArameter estimatesbetween the
, I ',. . A A

,s ,,
two.groups, a stepwise regression procedure was applied to a Combined,m N

I
0.

aample of the disrupting and reference groups2_, The functitonal form

. 1
..,,...

incluaedo binary variable for'marital Aatua (1 = diti-uptingLgrolip,
'

0 = 'reference group), which Allows the intercept term to'vary, and a
M

set of interactlon terms ti4t are.the products of this binary variable

:andthe other Parameters in the equation, allowing the s1Opecoeffic1ents.
,

--
4

17 : -",:,

the'varahlefor the U.S..janemploytlent rate is eliminated froi both
models. SiOcethe reference,group represents a single year cross=
sectton, there-_ is no-yariation in this variable'a value. AáQg Ats-
rupiees, the.yartable has no statistical igniftCafice 14 a det rminani

, .,
A !I,of annual hours worked'at T.

,
. .

0

.

4 .
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to vary. This poeedure, therefore, permits thetesting of any or all

of the coefficients in the modpl.
18

The results obtained from such at

fully interacted modL, where the interaction terms are not entered

until the k 1 step (with the dummy marital status variable entered

first) allow F statisties to be calculated,for several different pur-
.

A

poses. It is possrble to test (1) whether ihe labor supply *

functions differ by marital status; (2) whether there are intercept

differences, and (3) whether there are slope differences between.the

two marital status subgroups.

F tests on the entire interacted model indicate no signifiestt

differences for either race (whites,i .85; black.: .80). For whites,
J

there are also no s4gnificant intercept differences by marital statusA
00

,/t
.

AMong blacks, fe intercept terms o tboce whose marriages are about

to disrupt an4I those whose marriages remain idtact arle marginally

different (= = .10). if theshift term is theii.held constant, aMong

white women there am significant .(at the.5 percent level) differences .

in the duration of marriage and,nppwage inc
1

the two marital qtfaus 'subgroups IF rativ1(

1 8

ome coefficients,,between

4

241463). ifg 3.21]. For black

See Stephen A. Myers,-"Tests foi% Equality in Regtectpions'of
Weighted Data," miMeographed (Columbus': 'The 'Ohio State

,.Univereity,.:Center 'for Supan4Retiburce' Research, 1976),pp. 1-13, for
'a discussion of the uAe 9f"the technique in testing for.equality or"'
.regression equations.

.
-op

,

../
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women there

groups.

are no significant slope differences between the two

It 65

The fact that white disruptees do differ from their nondisrupttng

counterparts in the effect that the duration of their marriage and the
t.

tevel of nonwage income has onvtheir annual hmurs worked is an inter-

esting finding. It is also interesting.to not that there are

structural dffrerences\between the two labor suvply functions

no

when all

or the specified parameters are allowed to vary. Thwnext question to

be answered then becomes whether these slope differences are due to the

maritally disrupting woman's anticipation of the event's occurrence or

whether tjlere is a.rundamental difference in the taste for work be-
.

(tween the two marftal stdtus groups.

n an effort to distinguish betWeen these two possibilities, the

labor supply model for disrupteel was estimated for the. survey point
(

T 1, with ilhe assumption being that the farther away the young woman

is from the disruption's occurrence, the less likelihood that the anti-

cipation of the mlital breakdown will 'be affetting her labor supply

behavior. The summary statistics and regression results are given in

ble 11 For whites, at T - 1 te duratioe-of marriage variab,le does

If a levels are lowered to lb. perc
on the presence of a youngest chil
bles become significantly differe
etcce 'groups [F Ratio (4,1461) = 2.

difference in the "age of younge
[F Ratio (1,1464)'= 3.341. -

.4

A

-- 40
en for whites the ,defficients

edsthan two and the UMpkvaria-
At between the disruptIng an& refer-
09).. Aror blackS, there is A Sl4e
child less than two" varkable

e
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Tshle II

7uzunutry :;tntlsties ford Hegnennion Henults:
Determintnts of Annual Hours Worked for Marital Disruptees at T - I hy !Owen

.

\

.

'Characteristics

,
.

.

Race

Whites
. .5

.

1t1acke
n

Measn g Relts'.°1Rer. su nsMea Regr. Results

Duration of Marriage

,

Age of Youngest Child , 7

Age of Youngest Child .

Nonwage lncume

Respondent's Health, \
Potential Wage

_High Welfare state or Residence
.

1,0w Welfare :;tate of Hesideuee

UnemPloyment Rate (11.:',.1

No. of HousehoIi Members over(I8
.

11WA Hen1dence

Cons.tant

Annual Hours Worked

.1.

. ---

',.91

Om))
.40

(.')0)

(i

( iW)
.0 5

(..);')
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enrolled in school at T - I.
.
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Summarjr means are unweighted; standard Oeviations are An parentheips.,
Regressim results are unweighted; t statistics are injerentheses.

,

Significance levels Are for one-tailed tests f.x.Cep for the "duration oc marriage" variablewhere signifieame leveLs are,given retwo-tsiled tt.ts. ,

04

ptgnificant at- percent leVl.
Significant at 5 percent level.'
Significant at 10 pet4eft level.
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become insignificant, while the nonwage income coefficient remains in-

significant.

There are several explanations for the tact that even at T - l'the

income coefficient remains insignificant in the labor supply model of

those women whose marriages subsequently disrupt. One explanation is

that measurement error exists in the construction of the nonwage income

variable. A second alternative is that the nonwage income compo(ent is

proxying for a positive taste for work among those whose marriages later

break down. Third, "the possibility continues to exist that anticipation

Of the disruption's occurrence can be found even.at the second survey

before it actually occurs. In this case, the wire discounts her

hustland's earnings in making her labor supply decision because she is

'aware that there is a high probsbility that they will separate.
eis

The scirst explanation, that of measurement error in the nonwage

income variable, has credibility 6nly it there is some reason why those

women who are.about to undergo a marital disruption dre more likely to

give', incorrect information on the income and asset questions than-do

those who are maritally stable. Since unexpected alterations in family
'

k

In order further-to test the stability of these results, the change in
annual hours worked between T and T + 2 was regressed on the changes
in.nonwage income, changes in potential wages, and changes in other
control variables over the saie period. 'For both races income effects
remain insignificant and the models themselves are insignificant
(whites, F.ratio 1.35; blfacksi F ratio le 55)
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income have been shown to promote marital inatab4ll,ty, it may be possi-

ble that women whose harriages ?hie about to di,solve are less likely to

'know their husband's income.

hr

The 1972 N.L.S. data set, ,iricorporating a series of work a itude

questions, does permit a simple test of differences in tast for.work

between a grottp of white women whose mart-4a/5es are abou to dissolve

and'a marita; Wtable -sample .of white women: 'Tabl 12-g1ves the
J

results obtained in 40e/1972 survey when attltu responses of a

sample of mafried wam, who'disrupt b6tween 972 and 1973 are compared

-11.

disrupt between 1968 and 1975.wibh a sample of married vAmen who do n

These results give some support for e notion of differences in tastes

for work among the two marital s atus subgroups, even before the marital
4o,

on occurs. Unfortun ely the sample size for the Maritally

is very

. ever, it must be at

the disrupiing g

11, keeping significance levels low. How-

wledged that because the results obta tile0 for

pore taken from the susvey pellod 1niniep.ate1i

before the di uption takes place, thwe results may indicate attitude

changes d to anticipation of the disruption's occurrencet rather than

repres ting taste fa4rs.

ee Ross and Sawhill, Time of Transition, pp. 59-60.

2111e responses on the 1972 survey's attitude questions by those who dis- ,

iN.upted between 1973 and 1975 were also compared with the same maritallY
stable group in an effort to see whether these attitude differences
are also apparent itt surveys taken before the point T, i.e. at T - 1

and T - 2. Although the results are in the same direction as in Tab4
12, the results' are not significant.



-Table 12

Propoftion of White Women with Positive Responses
on Work Attitude Questions by Marital Status in 1972

A

.
,

.

Attitude Statemente

.

Marital Status

DisruRt'72-73a Maritally Stable 72b T test for
differencesrN

-d
X N. 7

A working wife feels more usefUl
than one who doesn't hold a job

I

Employment of both parents is necessary
to keep up with the high cost of living

6o

60
_

56

57

3335

3835
.

48

.

. 1.39*

a
Universe includes thosevccien marriedwith a 'spouse present in 1972 who
disruytion between 1972 and 1973.
Universe inclildes those women married with a spouse present in 1972 who
marital disruption between 1968 and iter
N represents the unweighted sample size.

represents the weighted proportion of the sample-indicating agreement
statements (agree, strongly agree)
These are two,of a series of nine statamenti used to examine
the amploymint of wives.
Significance,levels are for one-tailed teats.

*** Significant at 1 percent level
** Sionificant at 5 percent level.

Significant at 10 percent level.
'

'4

0

the

undergo a marital,

do not undergo a

14th the attitude

respondent's opinion &bout

if
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The third possible explanation for the nonsignificance of the in-

come effects among white rkullen In the ftedisruption periods'T and T - 1

is the phenomenon of-anticipation. Tt may be that.the survey point

- 1 in still safficiently close to the disruptton's actual occurrence

that anticipation or the disruption continues to be a factor in the

'a

determination'of the woman's- labor market behavior.

One way to test the validity of bhis thesis is to examine the

ability or Labor supply parameter estimtiles for the subset of maritally

stable women-to predict the increase in mewl annial hours worked that
1 .1..

occurs for the-disrepees between the pre-,alid postdisrUption periods,

given.changes'in the Dlealti values of the independent.vs:riables. By
01.

plugging in the mean values of the Independent variables at T + 2, the

labor supply model for maritally stable women can explain 83 percent

of the actual increase in the labor supply of the disruptees that is

observed between points T and T + 2. According to the res lts ob-

tained, the most important factors accounting for the increa e in labor

supply are the decline in nonwage income and the decline in the pro-

pnrtion of women with an infant (age less than 2) in the household.
.

,

% The fact that the predicted mean annual hours of work is relativelyi/

To obtatn these resu4s the,labor suppy parameter estimates for I
maritally .ptable women are multiplied by the mean values. of, the para-
meters for .the disruptee sample in the Ostdis.ruptionyerioa, i.e.

T 2 -

b X where DIS =,maritally disrepting
iMSP DIS MSP = Maritally stable

b = slope coefficiQnt
= mean value of independent variable, i.'

A



close tô the.actual mean annual hour rk does indicate that survey

points T - 1 and T do, in fact, repesent.transition points in the

, disruption-cycle. If this were not true, the xpectation would be

that the parameter estimates'for the maritally intact sample would have

no ability tO predict the behavior of the sample of maritallyidisrupted

women.'

Unlike the case of white women, income effects are insignificani

at point T for bqh blacks whose marriages disrupt and those whose

marriages remain intact. At point T - 1 there is no difference in the

significance of the income effects for either group. Given the faa,
,

6 -

11\

that analysis of vartance tests do n indicate arky significant differ-,

ences in either the dlope or iatercept terms of the models for the two

marital status subsets, these results are not surprising.

fi

AN.

4.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Between 1950 and 1974, the number of female-headed families in the

United States has grown at a rate almost ten times that of two-parent

families. The increase has been particularly pronounced after 1970;

between 1970 and 1973.the number of families headed by women grew by

one million, an increase exceeding the net growth over the previcals

decade, 1960-1970. 1
The most important reason for this growth is the

increase in matobel instability, particularly amopg young women with

, children, that occurred over the-same period.2 Under fairly conserve-

tive assumptions,-such a growth rate has led Glick and. Norton to predict

in 1975 that at least one4hird of the first marriages of couples under

30 years of age would eventually end in divorce. 3

11J.S. Bureau of the'Census, Current Population .Reports, "Household and
Family Characteristics, March 1973," Series P-20, go. 258 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. government-Printing Office 1973), pp. 1-9. .

2
Mithael provides support for this f4n4ing in his analysis of vital
statiatics data from 15 states in the Divorce Registration Area. He
concludes that the acceleratiOn of divarce rates in the late 1960s is
attributable to.increaseq divorces am2ng women in their twenties aftd
early thirties. The sutitained rise illithe early 1970s also is attri-
butable to increased divorce among young women. See Robert T. Michael,
"The Rise in Divorce?Rates,.1960-1974: Age-Specific CoMponents,"
Demography 15, no. 2 (May 1978): 177-82.

3Hugh Carter and Paul Glick, Marriage and Divorce: A Social Ond
Economic Study (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), pp. 396-97.

-72-
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The occurrence of a marital disruption in a family greatly in-

creases the probability that' total family income will fall. below

IIpoverty." In 1969, 47 percent of-all poor families with childKezwere
1111.

headed by women. In the same year, median income of female-headed

families with children was $4,000, contrasting with a median income 'of .

n_1,600 for two-parent families with children.
4

dy has made an iniiive analyais'of Vie impact of marital

dis p on the economic status and the labor market activity of

ybang women in their-tWenties. The findings are consistent with the

overall data described,above. Among white women whose family incomes

were above poverty in the period immediately preceding clivorce or

separation, 26 percent had below-poverty family incomes in the post- ,

disruption period. For black disruptees who were above the poverty

line in the predisruption period, 40 percent fell below the poverty

income ceiling following the marital disruption. Although the labor

market activity of the woman increases as a result of the separatioa

or divorce, the family still suffers a substantial net income loss.

A major.reason for this phenomenon is the low potential earning

power of the disrupted woman. Among the sample of white disruptees,

38 percent had failed to cpmplete high schoOl, as compared with only 21

7
rcent of their counterparts whose marriages were stable. Among

'

blacks, the differential is similar. High school dropouts constitute

\

4
See Robert L. Stein, "Economic Status," PP. 5-6. Poverty thresholds
are defined according400 the standkrd definitions of poverty as
published by the C.P.6.

So 1,
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56 percent of the 'black dieruptees bgt only 35 percent ofthe reference

group. Expected market wage rates correspondingly,are lower for women

whose marriagea'break up.. Al a consequence, tV total income available

to the.family may in many cases be insufficient to keep the family out

of poverty, even if the woman works full-time.

A second reason for the high incidence Of poverty among female-
:

headed households, is the absence of income sources other than thear

o

own labor. For most of these young women, financial assistanoe through

such sources as alimony, child support, and relatives is low', if it

exists at all. Almpst fifty percent of the disrupted.women in this

. study had ze"ia nonwage incomes in the postdisruption period.

The low potential earning power of such women, particularky those

with children, and the absence of alternative sources of financial

support mean that benefits available-through:public transfer programs
loot

such as AFDC become an attractive possibility. Ross and Sawhill found
,

that 27 percent of the increase in the AFDC caseload between 1967 and

1971 was due to the increased numbers of female-headed families with

children.
5

The present study reveals 4 similar pattern. Between the

pre- and postdisruption periods, there are Sharp increiscs in the pro-

portion of disruptees reporting that a member %of their family has re-.

ceived some form of public assistance during the previous year. Among

white disruptees, this increase amounted to 22 percentSge points while

for blacks, the increase was 35 percentage points. Of those familres

5
See Ross and Sawhill, Time of Transition, pp. 104-06.
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who reeeived public assistance during the postdisruption period, only

6 percent of the white Ind 13 percent of the blapk sample were also

receiving such assistance prior to the separation or divorce.

The muStivariate analysis of the factors,affecting 4bor supply

indicates that the number of hours spent in employment is Positively

reLated to the level,of the expected market wage, and that this rela-

tionship becomes stronger after a marital disruption than it had been

previously. For both white and black women one of the effects of a

marital disruption is to make annual hours worked more responsive to
-

variation,in the expected market wage rate which is primarily a

function of the res.pondent's level of edacation. Thus, increased.edu-

cation has a substantial impapt on the young woman's ability to in-_

crease her work activity in tesponse to the occurrence of a marital

disruption and the resultant change in her financial circumstahees.
e"

Fhr example, white disrupted women who have not graduated from high

school work 27 percent fewer hours than those who have completed high'

school. Among black disruptees, droilouts aAually work 54 percent

fewer hours than high scol graduates. The fict that this differential

is,greater among blacks indicates that raising potential earning Power

is particularly important for thie racial groUP.

Given the fact that separation and divorce rates are expected to

continue at, high levels, this finding points out the imPortance of con-

vincing young women,of the nee to secure at least a-high school diploma

beforeleaving schoolli Such a/finding also suggests that any'velfare

I&

(
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policy that alters the implicit tax rate on earnings will haVe a vefy

significant impact on the labor supplied by women who are heads of

household.

On the other hand, the effect of a marital disruption ip,to reduce,

at least fur,white women, the responsiveness. of annual hours worked to .

the prebence ofp,child in the,household. The departure of the huaband

-from the family unit generally eliminates for the woman the option of
A

%
concentrating on nonmarket production, regardless of whether there is a

child present. In this orespect," an interesting finding is that die-

rupteea. witlh a child'over 2 years of age actualry work mori.hours than

°

those without children. Thi6 result,is'particularly noteworthy given

the expectation that Child care and'Qther cost's associaied with the
(

A
wwmen working may well rise with tie loss of one parent.

o.

Confermation Of the attractivenesa o 'public transfer payments f or

the wothan with low potential earnings is seen'in the significant re-
.

se 4f annual hours worked by disruptee4 with law levels of educa-

tion to thee. welfare.variables. Vhite disruptees who.do not have a

diploma, offer fewer hours,of w4eifthey live in st4es

'with high- beneX1ts4and eamy access to those benefits than if they resid

t.

t
Whileithe expected inverse relAtiOn bbtwben,wdrk intensity and nonwage

...in states wtiere welfare benefits meg less liberal.,

The most puzzling result i8 thefailure of Ole amount 9f labor,

supplied by disrupiees to, respond to variations in nonwage incame.'

inCode prevails for women whose marriages have been stal4e, it doeg,not .

a.
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)

. . .. . -

for those who.have been seParated or diyorced. d Fpr the sample of die-
a ;

,

ruptees ig.the poAtdisruption period ("T + ?") the- rflatirbeteen

work intensity' and incoine is actualljr positive. Moreover, even When,

thi; relationship is examined in the predifirAtion'pertods (!:T" 4ndl

7 ".c 1-) , one findsONf for,both'races the adjusted effect,of nonwage
o.

,

income on labor supply, while having the expeeted2negativerh4gn, is not

-
sighificant. This result, at least fol- whites, i in sharp contrast°

V'

to the reault obtained for their couoterparts whose marriages remained

.There are seversrpossible oxplanations for this latter fipding-
,

of fnsignificant income effects in tIr predisruption period. One

bviou possikbiiity is that-the Woman whOse marriage' itt.peginning 'tap

fall apaet antici.pates her flusband' a depairture and, 'ther,efoye_dtsr4gards

the-level bf'hiArar'hings.in decidfng.the,extent of-her participatjon

in'th1abor force this exPlai ion is ,s'oniewhat suspect , .however ,, by

virtue of .the ftzect that-the phenomenon fh d'iscerr4le';:s.:1O'ng afs tii;O

#

4

,

years befor4 the actiOal disruption takes'place.
a

A secondAxissibility 4A thatthdiffere

tween the two mfLiltal status gro4pS.is'pr$wing for differendes between

tn inctmeAffect be-

them in the taSte for wo0..- Ir alS7isaverage work activity: increases

'the P*Atbilttlethat ai dtsruption in tiie-marrtage wtll oaier, then thel

sample-Of disruPteed_maxrepresent a
,

would be worktng regardlesi how muct4

set of Career committed women who--
.

their kusb`ands were earnirkg..
v.

anatilon AInteHowever,.pière is also reasdn for doubting tiais ex

aside ftommonwage inCome,the other determinAnts labor supplyllo not,

I'

1

7
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vi

differ siklficantlY at 1 ..between the two marital status groups.

It is not cjear why ouch A "taste for work" effect should be manifestrd
S.

through:ttle uomiage income variable rather than imY of tlfe other vart-

alDles inluded In the labor supply function.
.

1

. ,.
--A'third possible explanation Is bilk& existefice of error in the_.

t
,

ir . .
.4asurement or jlonwage income levels .fAr thos hite-women whose par-

. ,
\.

'ri,sges_subsequ 4ent break up. . Ttliks explanation gas cfedibility only.,

if a ease 'an be made for possibi:lity that women in such°posit'iohs

1.
'do not know Ylow much .the,Irr husbands are earniog. Since there iS no

emp;riCal 4AvVene-t9.ndic.ate that thig ISinff*t4.true, the author
.

"is Incl,ined to dismisasuch an explanation/ -

The available data do not offer an unambiguous test of the validity

of these alternative exptanations. Neverthelesq, the evidence that has

been

bein

adduced 1.ea'1 the author to ocAept.the anticipation Phenomenon. as
, . .

ttre most likely alternative. If this explanation is cOrrect; it
. ,,-

to the obvious conclusion' that young uothen whose marriages break K1--

.1 4

dor), are-not 'caught totarly/by.sprprise by the eirenti before.the a0t.ua1

disruptipn, they are already di4iounting their hugband's earnings.in.
making,their-labor. sdpply decisions.. -Moreover, this conclusionkalso .

.,.4.

'iuggests thatthecoparieor that has been-made in-this study of labor
$ , A

sullly aetermtpants immediately before and shortly Ekfter a narital. dis-
, , -., .-A

. ' .A .

Y .

.

. ruption understatea'the evimm-.'s impact. The adjUstdent to an unmarrieA, .
... lr-

. f, .

.1- .
. e

,stattis wl,th'its corresppnding effects on'Aa01"market llelfavior may be
. .-

.''

a gral4u,a1 one,,beginning a subbtantlaf amOunt of tithe before the,

v. -
,

litisband physicany'levge Vilhousehold.
-,

4
c
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Additional surveys of the yOung women's cohort within the N.L.S.

k
wirl increase the,size of the sample of women 4h.o have experienced at7 ,

,

/
reast one separation, (fr divorce. The increased sample size,will allow

closer serutiny.-of pfr4isrtiptfon Labor supply behavior andwifl also
,r r ,0

per mit examination-of thk- longer-run implications fdr the labor market
_

chotce9 or those remaining in a, disrupted4status. Moreover, aS these.

young women reach theiP middle thirt40s, it' will be possible to compare'

their employment behavior with that of the mature women's cohort (aged
4'
i0 to 44 in 1Q67) at the same time. It is hoped that in the future the

measures of nonvage InCome and of public assistance receipt will te

improved, permlitting more accurate estimations of labor supply functions,
, 4,

parti%-ularly in the postdisruption period.'

From a methodo logical perspective, this st4dy points out th,e need
A

'for additional\ refinemerts, despite:the abundance of research that'hab

already been t le on labor Supply funttions of various- popuyation

, , -gro ups. For thing, the need for
,

better technigueS for analyzing /

tongitudinal a has been aOarly lluptilated. Second, the-lact that
-

. , ..

a largeproport on of women ai-e not fri thd lAbor force continues tox
,

46resent,methodological prolemil ce the proper.neasure of.the ex-

pected mai-141t wake and labor SuPply for sucwomen arestili unsettle0.

*.!

','isSues.'Finally,thefindingthatpublic..assistance receipt isdillp
ft

important financial OpticSn for festale-headed families suggests that

more attention Must be given to mtdel.ling the'probability of its re-

*ApelptA.n t e labor supply function:-

41'

R6

NW'
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Ai is briefly disc4sed in Chapter II,-thone woMen who y6marry by
/-

the sedond survey after the disruption occurs are exclude,/ from the

eStimates of postdisruption (T + 2) labor supply. The/extent'to which

the results obtained from thiS study can be generacized to all difF-

rupting women is affected by the selectivity ofIrthe sample. For this

reason,:U, is important to examine'the predisruption socio-economic
0.

characteristics ana labor'supply behavior of the remarried women to

see whether they differ significantly from the charadteristics and

behavior of other women who also maritally disrupt-but do not-remarry .

by

There are a total _9f 129 women out of the sample clf 519

young womeniwbo have reMarried by TA+ 2. Of these remarried, women, 95

are white and 34 are black. Thus, about 32 percent of the sample of

white women has remarried by T + 2, while 16 percent of the.black sam-

pie has done the same.,
2

Tableii3 compares certatepredisruption (at time T) socioeconom/c

characteristics of those whb remarry by T + 2 with those who do not.

tor
4

'This study does Dot propoe to deal wfth the obvious possibility ehat
spme members of .Vhis group whb have not remarriea willremarry?.after
T + 2. .This fact should'make it more difficult to find significant_
differencbs between the two roups.

2
The small stiMple of black remarriers makes any comparisons with non7
remarriers somewhat suspect: However, the decision was made to in-

4 elude the re'sults becauSe there did appoar to be some diatinct differ-7
-.,

N
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Table 13

Comparison of Sovioeconomic Characteristics in the Predieruption Pertc<_(.)
by Remarriage Stalpe and Race

Charasteristic
Whites Blacks

Retarriage ,,No remarriage Remarriage No remarriage

Work-Related .....

,

Mean Annual Hours Worked 960 759 642 924.

% Working 7,ero Hours 14.5- 25.0 27.5 28.2
% with*Rsentiad Wage c $1.00 4.9 .3.0. 22.7 8.5

Income-Asset
with Family income < $490n,

% with Rusband's Earnings WOO'
35.5
141.6

, 25.3
*30.2

70.9
79.5

43.6
44.7

% Receiving Public Assistanse 5.2 6.4 31.7 I8.0

FamilyRelated
% with No Children 55.0 36.3 16.4 18.3
% with Child less than 2 31.0 37,1 53.1 57.3
% with 2 Children or more 18.5 27.4 48.8 . 43.6

Remarriage status is determined by whether or not a woman who.ufdergoes a marital disruption
has remarried, i.p., is agatn in ,a married spouse present'Status by T + All figures are

weighted.



Certain distinct differences can be noted between the two groups.

Among yhites, those who remarry quickly have lower exied wages,

lower family incomes and lower husband's earnings thin those who do

nOt. Correspondingly, they work longer mean hours and are'slightly

less likely to be receiving public'assistance benefits. The black

83

remarriers, although.a very smill group, are very distinct from their

counterparts who do not remarry. They are almost twice as likely to

be receiving public assistance at some point during the previous year

and tO have a husband with earnings under $4,000. Their expected

wages and.meari annual hours worked are substantially lower while there

i little difference in the percentage of women are childl s.

To conclude, it appears that the black remarriers constit4e a

more selected sample than 4hite women who remarry. For white dis-

ruptees, although there are distinct differences by remarriage status,

the differences do not appear so great as to create a significant bias
4

by excluding this group at T + 2. On. the other hand,.the.remarrying

sample of blacks has socioeconomic characteristics which are sub-

stantially different from the nonremarriers.. Since, however, the

ercentage of black disruptees who remarry is very small, the exclusivn
-

.

il .
. .

of this group inFthe postdisruptien analysis is asdumed not to create

a significant selectivity bias.

, 9
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Annual Hours Worked: The National Longittidinal Surveys for the
4

cohort of young womeni arp not consistent throughout all surveyyears

(1968 to 1975) in the work history inforMation provided. lp thrPe%of

the survey yet3,rs (1968, 1969 palq..1975) the respondent,was not ati'ked

to provide a complete accbUnt of her'work history Since the previous

interview. Instead, she VAS asked:her.usual, hours worked-at her
,

current or last jdb and her total weeks worked during the past 12

months. The respondent's annual hours of work in these years then -
A .

becomes the product of these tifo variables.'

In the four other survey yeard.(1970 to 1973), the respondent

was-asked to give-a dkailed account of het labdr market activity for

each\week A,Fice the previous intei.vieW. In these yesrs the respondent's

annual hours'worked represents the sum of the toioducts of the weeks

4 worked.at each job and the .1.1,13ua1 ,hdUrs worked on that-job since the

last interview. This sum is then adjusted to"a 12 month base in orderpa.

0

tO take account of the differefices in the amount df time betWeen

interview dates.

The result of such a procedure is that in the 1970 to 1973 surveysr` .

years. the dependent variable represents a more refined measure than

in the years, 1968, 3969, and 1975. However, sinte no one can reCall

with complete atcuracy hours worked over the entire year, the work

history measure of actual hours worked also contains-an error term.

Ihereforb it is hoped that the use of different measures for different .

years, althOugh a sourCe of bias,,provides a more accurate measure

4

A
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than has been,found in most recent labor supV.y literature.
1

Expected Wage Rate: The natural logarithm of actual hourly earn-

ings on current'job is hypothesized to be a function of the respondent's

education, SMSA/nonSMSA residence, South/nonSouth residence and her

health status (self-reported). In the first stage, expected wage

estimates are-obtained using the above 'functional relationship and a

sample of women (regardless of marital 'status) currently in the labor

-2
force. The coefficients, t statistics, sample sizes, and R of th

estimating equations for each y y race are given on Table 14.

An expected wage for-each respondent, regardless of her

force status, is then conStructed using the above parameter

labor .

estimates.

ec d wage obtained is standardized in 1967 dollars and is con-

.

verted rrom log to arithmetic form.

Non-wage Income: As was mentioned in.the.text, tn the predis-
.

ruption period, nonvage income is 'the sum of the husband's earnings

(whether wage, salary or se1f-emp14memtincome+) his asset income,

1See'Steven H. Sandell and FeterriCoeni'g, "Measuiement Error and Its

Consequences: The Case of Annual Hours of Work," mimeographed
(Columbus: The-Ohio State University, Center'for HumAn Pesouice Re-
search, 1977); and Anthony Yezer, "EValuatting Methods of Estimgting

Anrival Hourd Worked," American Statistical Assbciation, 1977 Confer-,

nc Statistics ection,

. 1, pp. a 7 for a diecussion of thebiases..enend4red by the
use of an annUal hours of mork measure consisting of the product of
weeks.morked during the past year and hours worked in,the survey meek
immediately preceding :the survey,yeek:

r



Table 14

Potential Wage Regression Coefficients by Year and Race
a,b

Variable

Whites . 4Pa

-1968 1969

Coeff. t

1970

Coefe. t.

1971

Coeff.

1972

Coeff.

1973

Coeff.

1975,

*Coeff., t
Coeff. t

Educationc .15470 27.94 .14663 25.34 .099861 18.64 .09374 16.62 .077346 15.04 .07133 14.10 .050998 10.32

SMSA
d

.099.'i9 4..2,2 .125(22 5,32 .15978 7.43. .13125 5.78 .15449 7.10w .12680 5.86 .17372 7.84

South" -.0097307 -0.38 -.015708 -0.63 -.021285 -0.94 -027036 -1.16 -.020291 -0.92 -.07511,1 -3.40 -.057985 -2.61 jA.#

'Health .013896 0.2t. -.0543i5 -0.62 -.099425 -1.95 -.02907 -0.56 -.0044629 -0.06 -.061109 -1.42 -.077815 -1-.43

Constant 3.1436 46.68 3.3161 45.85 3.978 58;83 4.1569 57.19 4:4135 65.33 4.6018 68.79 5.0132 74.83

(adj) .37 .32 .22 .19 .16 .16 -- .13

1379 150i 1558 154 0 1557 1561 1299\
Blacks

Variable 1968 1969 1970, 1971 197 1973 1975

Coeff. Coeff. t Cseff. t

,1\

Coe4f. t Coeff, t Coeff. Coeff.

EdutatiOn .099797 ,10.13 .0987-90 10.50 .089796 11.4 .068982 18.47 .072843 8.80 .060114 9.59 .074852 11.25

-SMSA .14840 3.37 .11270 2.76 .091237 2.47 .10886 2.87 .16692 1.36 .11863 3.80 .15294 4.65

South -.21598 -5.29 -.24566 -6.55 -.29093 -8.9h -.23253 -6.93 -.22163 -6.51 -.24256 -8.61 -.23652 -8.00

Health .060207 0:75 .087353' 0244 -.072266, -0.q2 -.032979 -0.36 -.34136 -1:57 -.098854 -1.59 -.26972 -3.58

Constant , 3.8594 31.88 4.0143 35.54 4.2616 42.85 4.5%. 43.79 4.5169 42.28 4.8113 58.75 4.8050 52.40

4R2 (adj) .30 .30 . ..35 .24 .25 .30 .36

145 *91 .512 548 551 600 541 ,

. .

-The sample universe is ail women who,are aurrently employed and who are.reeeiying a.wage or a salary, i.e., not self-empIoyed.b
The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the wageson the respondent's-current job; the regressOn is run unweighted..
Aighest grade completed.

.

d
See description of the variable in this appendix. , A

,e
A dummt variable with,a one given td a respondent living in the SoUth, as def.ined by the Census and zero, otherwise.
See deScription of the variablelin this appendix.

leg t-statittic

9 4 /

.s
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(including rental income rec'elpts and intereHt an(I .dividend income),

unemployment compensation received by the husband, Ihe respondent's

anset income (including rental, interest, and diyidend.income), the

income of other family members, and financJal assistance fror . rela-

tives, In the postdisrupti6n period,.nonwage income components remain
e4

the:same, aave the obvious exclusion of all. income, both earned and

unearned, on the part of .the husband. Nonwage income values are
1

standardied in,1967

-Although detailed inronnation on the respondent's asset p Sition

is'availabte in certain surveys (1968 and 1971-1973), the fact1that

nb such'inrormation was available ror' the other survey years t*ant

the alternative use oV a'net asset variable was not possibt . In

addition, the nonwage inCome variable initilty had-h high nonresponse

;rate beeause.any respondent who did not answer anyiportion of.the in-

come questions was 'given a'nonresponse on the summary variable,

"total family income," as.weLl. For the puTposes of this study, in

order to minimize this nonrèsene rate, a zero 4s imputed to any non-
.

, trage income component (other thn husbland's or wife's wage and salarY

- inOome) wherePthete was a ponresponse.

Vlere ate other probleMs with the income questiohs in the survey

itistrument,:particularly when applied to a, household where thelupband

Bnd wife do not live alone. 1h this case, the 'respondent is asked t

,giVe the total househbld income- not that portibh from which she and

"her 'husband (if any) derive-their income. There is no way of knotting,

'thereTore,;what tncothe components she is including in her :nriswer nor

c

fri
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.

hRili accurate her inf6rmation is. In addition, there is no way of know-
...

ing. whether she is including transfer payments in her responSe. To'

magpafy the problem., in the survey instrument her response is este-
'

gorized into.one clf eleven income categories, with the.high incoMe

. category lumping incomes of $25,000 or above. In order thtit thiA
#

categorical income measure for the extended family setting be compara-

to the continuous income.measure where.the couple -or aingle in-
.

dividual liVes aLonci, it was necessary to assume a mid-point value. of

family income for each category.with the highest level of income being

arbi/trarily set at $26,000.

4

A summary thed of the possible sources of btasin the construc.tion

of this variaole is as follows:

(1) *Understatement of income due to imputation of zero income

wheee a nonresponse is noted.

(2) Possible iriclusion 'Of wage-related transfer payments in

the nonwage incOme measure of.those respondents living .

in eXtented families.

(3) Understatement or overstb.tement of f'amI1y incQmes of .those

living in extended.familieb due to the necessity ofeiaking

a mid-point figure in'order to.derive a continuous measure

from a categorical one.

(4 The lack of informatIon on the as.g.f.t, position ok the re-

spondent which might significantly alter nonwageancome

levels.

444,,
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\ Acqess to Welfare: For thepurposes of this study, the probabil-

ity Of th6 receipt of welfare iea given state is1 ilpsumed to be a

function of the level of,,AFDC (ALd5r Familfes of Dependent Children)

payments per reacii)4nt in that state and the Proportiun of theeligible
."

population actually receiving such:AFDC benefits. Those states which
I

have above the. mean levels (among all states) on both of these.factors

are classiffe4 as "high welfare" states, and th6se with b'elow mea
/

levels on both of these factors are classified as."low welfare'states.
,

4

Those states falling outside these two categories Consti%gte the refer-
.

ence grouP. Two dumny variables wAre then constructed, a "high welfare

1

state of residence" variable with a one given to a respqndent living

in'such a high welfare staie and zero, otherwise and a "low welfare

state ofresidence",varidtle with one 'given to a respondent living in,

a low welfare state and zero, otherwise.

In order to te able to rank states actotding to Ae above de-

I

scribed criteria, the followipg procedurewas uaed. Data on 'average
-

payments per relcipient by state were obtained from Social Security

'Administration 'statisl-cs. FOr years 1968 to 197011969 figures it-re-re
1

used4 for years 1971 to 1975, 1974 'figures were usci. The c_onstruction

2
For.years 1968 to 1970, see.8oqial Security.Billletin., Social Security
Administration,OP.S. Departmeht of vol. 32, no. 0(Apri1 1969),
Table M-24, p. 64. For years 1971 to 1975, see qocil.j. Secilrity
Bulletin, Social. Security Ad$nistratlon, U.S. Department'of H.E.W.,
vol. Tr, no. 6 '(June 1974); able M-27, p. 48.



- of figures giving the-percentage of eligibles actually receiving,AFDC
4111

was more eomplioated.. F.i-om 1970 Bureau of the Census data, flgurps

were obtained on the number of children under 18 yeats of agt residing.
'r

in families below specified low -income ceilings.
3

Figures 6riTthe

number of children receiving Puhlic assistance by state also were

obtained from Bureau of Census data., For the years of.1968 to1970,,

1968.data were used; for the years of 1971 to 1975, 1973 data were

4
used. By dividing the namber of children-receiving AFDC by the total

number of eligibre chiidren, one aips the measulke of welfare accesP

used-in this study. 4

Other Adult Family Members: This variable is construe

r
d from

the household record, Where all persori over 18,:except the spouse (if

any), 4re Counted.

p.

3
For all years, data on the' eligible population by state were taken-from 4

"Table 1: Census Regions," DivislOnsand States" (cols: 6h x 65),
County and City Data Book: 1972, UnitedStates Department of .Commerce, 0

SoCial and Economic StatisticS Administration,'Bureat of the Census,
-p. 5.

4
For the years 1968 to 19701, data were taken.from "No. 435: Rublit
Assistance - Recipients of Money PaymentS, States and Other Areas:,/
1968,v. Statistical Abstract of the United States, United States.De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Cedsus, (washington,D.c.uyited
States Government Printing Office, 1969X, p. 297. For the pears 1971
to 1975, data were taken from "No. 472: Public Assistad@e,- Recipi-
ents of Money Payments, States.and Other Areas: 1970, 1972, and
1973," Statistical Abstract of the United States, United States De-

/

partment of Commerce, Social and Economic Statistics Administration;
Bureau of the Census, (Washington, D.C.: United States Government
Printing Office,1974),.p. 298.

4

4
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Age of the Younaest Child: Those respondents having an infant
4

(aged 0 or 1] have a value of one on the duppy variable) "low age of

youngest chii.d."

lbetween 2 and 20,

Of younget child

If the age of the respondent's youngest child is

they.have a value of one on the-dumny .variabe, "age

2." The reference group are Childless individuals:

Duration of Marriage:

ble measui.ed insix

data on the precise

Duration of marriage is a continuous varia-

month units. Unnirtunately, due to the 1

date of marriage, the variable iF; necessarily

imprecise. A recent version
i
however, does reflect a thorough reVi

of the househoid records of all respondents. According4, this re--

v4ed variable is somewhat more accurate than wh.at was previously

available.

Health Status: 'This is a-dummyeariable with'a 9ne given, to any

reE4ondent who Bays her healthior pliysical condition limits her

activities or the kind of work that she.can

In two survey years, s'uch a question is not

do, and a zero, otherwise.

asked. In these years,

therefore,'a,value of one is given if the respondent indicated such a

.heatth condition existed in the preceding and following survey years.

/
SMSAVnonSMSA Residence: This variable is Constructed from environ-

mental iniormationravailable on the responaent's resice. If the

respondent lives tn'the central city or surrounding metropolitv area,
. .

this variable has a value'of one, with a zero given to rural residence.
1 .

Cyclicar Economicdractors: Thisvariabl.e is continuous reflectingC

the U.S. feMhle unemploymentirate.in the relevant year being mehhured.

4



.4

fiemployment xatés are obtained from tht Bureau of Labor Statistics,

,Department of lehbor: 4
4

'9 1

Total Marital Aatus: This is a 'dummy variable witn a.kone given

to a woman whose marrbage dibrupts'between 1969 and 1973, and.a zero

giver) to any woman who is married with a spouse present in the hoube-

h(dd in.1971 and whoie1amarriige does not disrupt between 1968 and 1975.

ft.
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APPROPRIATE TESTS FOR CbEtibIAT DIFFERENCES IN LABOR
SUPPLY FUNCTIONS ACRObS TIME
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In order to be able to test for equality among regressions or sub-

sets of these regreSsions, one of the fandamental assumptiona it that

t<disturbanct terns are uncorrelated, i.e., where V(E) o I. This
2

. study compares cross-sectional labor supply funciions for approximatel4

the same,sample:511 women at two _points in time. Therefore,'it is un-'

realletic to Assume that the disturban6e terms of thebe two regression

.equations will not be correlated. Instead it is plausible-toEassume
,

that successive disturbances.are positively correlated, with only ther.

correlation of more distant afStUrbances close to zer .

One'alternativé is to ignore the nonzero cOrrelation o4,the re-

sidual'and to use the least sqiiares estimating procedure.. As Theil

describe's, the estimated coefficient, tlt is unbiased but.th f. least

squares varilinde expression [the relevant diagonal elemea of

2 , 1
o 00x). ) Ipderestimates the actual variability of the estimator.

In addition, this least squares.variance is

-2
additiliml understatement when replaces

2 1squares #alOance .

biased, becaUse there is
r

o
2

in the estimate of least

A second alternative ib'tb. emPloy a technique developed by Nerlove

anothers to analyze timi series data on cross sectionse Ass Nerlove
40t

points out, when numerous individuals.are observed oyer time, it is_
4

1
This result is predicated on the presumption that large values of the
-eXplanatory variable are followed by other -large values and likewise
for small values. See.Henri Theil, Prlincinles Of Econometrics, (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1971); pi,. 255-56. °

/

*
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,r1

difficult to specifY'the stochastic nature of the disturbance term
/

1

since it ill include both an individual effect which-is invariant over

time, p
i'

and an effect which varies over tiMe and individuals,
6.

He concludes that the best estimation procedure in such'a case is a

% "two-round procedure where firat the telti0-0T-p- (an,intraclass
'2

cotrelation coefficient = /0') -is estimated and second, the model
0

is estimated by least squares after the dependent and independent
,

k,

variables are transformed by p. 2 Unforttimaely, the computer software

a

package requires.that every individuill must have data for the same

number of time 1eillb(1.8.3 In this study, there aremsome ihdividuals r ..

,for whom 4ta are-ii*ted to a single period.' 'For example, those women
1

. , .
,

vhose marriagge break.down but who were hot married at .T are not in-
. ' % ,,,

cluded in the latior supply estimates, at T. Those wothen who are re- .,

Morriéd by T + 2 are excluded frbm consideration i.i tf14 postdisruptiom

perlod.

2
See Makc Nerloic, "Further Evidence on the Estimation of Dynamic .1

Economic Relat n from a Time Series ofeCross-Sections," Econom,trica
39, no. 2 (March 197th 359-82.

3
See Neil W. Henry, john F. McDonald, and Houston H. Stokes., nThe
'Estimation of Dynamic Economic Relations from a Times series of Crosa-

.

sections: A Programming Modification," The Annals of Economic and
Social Measurement 5, no. 1 (1976): 153-55.

I 0,1
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Tn order to be able to perform any tests for equality/of co-
,

efficients across rekressions, it was necessary to use test; for.signi-.

1
.j

ficanee that did'not require the least squares assumptions. Two alter-

native testing procedures were used, one, by estimating 5 percent con=

fidence4licits fc4ethe parameter estimates at T and two., by performing

a t test for coefficient differen4s under the altrnative asSumptions

o,C zero correlation or a correlation of one between tA parameters at
11,

T,and T + 2: Table 15 gives the results of the alternative testing
lk

procedures. 4

The t statisiAc computed to test for the equality of coefficie ts

, hO the following form, .-s.."
where i=1....10 (1)

,

\I J

+
2

- 2ci
(-2T + 2

i
T T + 2,T

L;ince the correlation Coefficient is
0.

P. = 0

1T + 2f,T i
T

defind as

(1) tb obtain the t statistic4,

(2.)

(3)

'2 ^2

i.o i
T + 2 T

it can be substituted into equation
'

= s 6t
T + 2,T

T +
iT

^2
+ a,

iT + 2 IT T 2,T

At2
ai

T + 2

4.

1M

4.

ft
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Tele, 15.

,

Confidence Intervals and Tests for Equality of Coefficiente

in the Pre- and 14;ustdiaruption Prods (T and T + 2) by ace

4

.

.

..

Charac4ristic

-

\

.
. Race

.
Wilteb

.

t

Bla c
r

. a
Confidence .

Interval

Test for Equality
coefficierlts

d

Confidence
Interval

"

est for Equality
of Coefficients

_

.

, Duration of M*.rrlage

Ag; of Ycungeat Chill'd< 2'

Age of Youngest Chiadl

Nonwage Iricame

Rehpondent's Health

. Potential Wage

High Welfare State of Res.

Low.Welfare StateCvf.Rea.:

Unemployment Rate (U.S.)

No. of Household Members'
over 18

.

-SMSA Residence

.
Constant

A

+2.049+44.16c

-100,-653

.-1014;-3',6c .

-.03k,+.021%,

-5'132+173

+)1,+759c

-2144,+192

-1770280c

-1679+63

-178,+106

-4039+15'

+00,4-1534

,

..of
.

- p.0
i

fi ft]. '

.

- .
p,x0 p al

.

,

1.39*

2.25***)

3.71***

' .o6
. .

.46

.99

04
,

1.60*

;26

.33

'Y 45

.71.

,

10.56*** .

5.56***

44.14***

.36

2.79***

2.24**

.12

4,44**4 '

.78

206.3***

.40

1.34*

.

_13.819+46.17

:..5.56,+95

-3509+624

-.o58,4924 c
.

-951,+100

+138)+1060°

-344)+320

-569+649

-20L,+93

-2131+35 -

,

-182, +450'S

-747;+1219

.14

.96

-1.58*

.04

1.62*

.0/

.49

.73

.17

1.61

,.43

6.12***..

4.21***

.25

26.36***

1.14

52.52404,4",

3.69

.64

,

16.36***

1.66**

.

.

Complked from the ,formala, A 1.96 a

See text; significaDice levels are for one-tailed tests.

Ladicates that T + 2
fil A outside of,the s'pecifled Confidence interval.

*** Significant at 1 Arcent'level.
** Significant at 5 percent"level.

* Significant it 10 percel*

0.14
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The t test can then be CompUted under the alternaiive auumptions

Yr 0 = 0 and 0 = 1.
. + 2,T + 2,T

viously both of these tests present second-best solutions. If

99

bile coefficient estimates at-T + 2-are fouiid to he
routside'the con-

:fidence interval and if the t statistics computed under the alternative

assumptkons of 0.= 0 and o = 1 are both 'significant, then a strong case

can be made for rejection or the null hypothesis of no differences- In

1110

the case..of most of the parameters this consistency of results is

obtained. However, ip,the Case of-some explanatory vpriajoles, the

reSults are ambiguous (as can be seen in the table) with no effective
. .

means of providing a .definitive answer. In thiese cases, amarbitraiy

decision was made to 'take the results of the confidence interval esti-
\

mates as the fial arbitet.

gollmr

.



APPENDIlf D

ESTIMATIQN.OF,LABOR WPPLY BESPONSE WITH:.
TRUI(CATION OF THE DEPEMEN'T VARIABLE
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Truncation ®f the dependant variable' is clearly a problem if a,

-substantial proportion of the sample consista of nonparticipants in the
NIP

labor force. At.point T, 23 percent of white women whose marriages lire

about.to break down and 29 pertent pf like blatk women have no work

,

hours over the previous 12 itonths. For those wom
ienwhose marrages

. .
.

remain intact,,the percentages of nonparticipants are'even higher40
1/4

percent for whites and 31 percent for blacks. Even at time T 4= 2 in

the postdisruption period, 16 percent of white disruptees and 28 per-

cent of black disruptees had no hours of work.
, .

In order to be able to include such nonparticipants, it was i -

portant to explore the Mit estimationifechnique which takes account
0?, 1

4 of such a concentration of observations at-the limiting value. Re-.

gressio4 approximates this nonlinear distribution of th dependent

variable with ,a linear relation. Over the tentral range of values for

7/
the sample, regression analysis should give,close approximations to the

expected value eSttmates obtained with Tobit.- It is outside the central

range where large discrepancies appear.

Running the predisruption labor supply .models for ghite and black .

disruptees as well as the labor supaY models for those whoSe marriages

remain intact and lasing Tobin's estimation-procedure yields -very similar

coefficient estimates to those obtained using ordinary least squares

.
(see Table 16). On the other hand ,as expected the constant terms are .

quite different.'

I
See James Tobin, "Estimation of Rtlationships for Limited Dependent
.ftriables," Econometrica 26, no. 1 (January 1958): 24-36.

1
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Table 16

102

TOBIT Reisults: Determinants of Annual Hours7Worked i1i ttle Predisruption
LPeriod .(T) by Ra,ce and Prospective Marital Status

'-(t statistics are in parentheses,

aracteristic
4

_ RACE.
WHIT.i;

Disruptees2
$

Reference
Gromp3

Disruptees Reference
Group

. .

uration of Marriage 18.61461 -407 16.42 19.89*
(1.72) (0.78) (1.09) (1.88)

:e of Youngest Child< 2 -830.00*** -923.25*** -249.74* -640.98***

.-\ . (-7.47) (-15.54). (-1.53) (-547)

ge of Younke6t Chi1d>2 _577.28*** -534.v9*** 148.39 7148.71
'(-3.42) (-6.14.1) (0.62) (-0.93)

onwage Income -.005 -.Ott -.013 .01
(-0.39) (-5.89) (-0.64) (0.65)

espondent's Health -225.78 -130.56* -334.24* -845.92***
,(-1.15) (-1.36) (-1.23) (-3.39)

otential Wage 484.31*** 1 385.90*** 597.75*** 386.62***

igh Welfare State of 4es.

(3.41)

4' -3.85

(5.40

-10.48

(2.5.4) ,

-36.00

(2.16)

-117.65
(-0.35) (-0.19) (0.22) (-0.79).

.
.

ow Welfare State of Res. 61.95 90.10** 248.43* 99.47
(0.53) (1.55) (1.39) (0.70)

0. of Household Members -17.53 -33.41.* -103.57* -85.4211*
ovei 18 (-0.25) (-1.26) (-1.58) (-1.84)

MSA Residence -220.41 _98.87 152.15 13.96
(2.06) (-1.90) (0.94) (0.11)

onstent 723.040* 527.07*** 4.65 113.60
(2.08) (3.79) (0.01) (0.33)

215 121a la Ai
continued next.page
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lOple 16 continued : I o

11,
he Tobit results presented are the expected value estimates.of the
coefficients.

-
Yrhe sample, of disruptees includes thoge who xperiente a first marieal
disruption, either separation 'or divorce, between 1969 and 1973 and
who,are not enrolled in school.

rhe referenge group consists.ofswomen married 4n 19.71k who do not,
experience a marlCal disruption bet-ween 1968.and 1975 and who are not
eanolled in sdivl.

4
For a crplete description of the construction of the characteristics,

.

see,Appendix B.
\

-;)ignificance levels are given for one tailed tests cxaept Tor the
"durotio,n of illarriage" varihble which is give,n for a two-tailed test.

.

***Agnificant at 1% level

IIII;ignificant at. 5% 1e.v

*:lignificant at 1Q% le el

4

Ar

f
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a.

\.

in order to be able to predict the itripact of fmaritiil sifsrupt on

041 a young woman's labor supply behavior, it is necessary to Nriew

the theoretical foundations of labor supply and the literaturt< on the
..kL

determinantS or disruption. A review 61' labor supply theory permit..44-AA

formulati i o hypotheses regarding the impact of the loss of the,

h us ban d 's earnings On the respondent's financial re:10111'0e and ir

t urn , the intens i ty o I her part i r i pat i on i n the labor force . The

i terature on the Jeterminants of disruption, on the' other hand'

i ndicates whether or 'not marr4ed women' whose marri ages are to d srupt

al fe r igni f i cant ly with regard to thei r labor sqpp ly and Card 1 y

n come characteristics fromwomen whose marriages remain intact.

Pre- and Postdisruption Labor Compartson

, 'Theory of Labor Supply

The theory Of labor supply behavior is based upon Liorlel Robbins'

work in which the supply or labor was analyzed in terms of the demand

.
for leisure. Becker, Lancaster and others have since refined Robbins'

ork by incorporatingthe concept of the household as a production
i

unit similar to that of a firm. In this vi6, market f7,00ds anii

services are depicted as not directly entring the household prefer-

ence function but rather serving as inputs into the product4on of

commodities (or characteristics) by the.household. These.commodities,
. (N

..

1.13



V

such as children, in turn yield utility to the family! A-second

feature of the household production concept is the introduction by
.. ,

'Becker of the cost of time -as \an additional input in ig Oduction.1

106

Therefore the household is seen ns maximizing its w1 fare (utility)

subjec;t to time and gOods constraints, where its welfare is a function

of commodities produced from a vector or market goods and a vector of

quantities or consumption°time.

However, as Heckman describes, onlyPittl the family where cine spouse

does no m'arket work is this tittle constraint, as defined by Becker,

binding on the household,,s, production activities: Becker assumlp/that

the household has posPiive values to. FIN its decision variables and

that the time ponstrnint is, therefore, essentially redundant. Where

one spouse does no market work, the market wage understates the actual

1
ee-Lionel Robbins,'"Op the Elasticity of Demand for Income in Terms
of Effgrt," Economica 10 (June 1930: 123-29; and Gary Becker, ,"A
Theory of the Allocation of Time," Economic Journal 75 (Sept*mber
1965): 93-517. 4

0

,-
(-MincerAn hi
that to trad
exh tAve si

eilrly work on the subject of labor sup9,44..points out
tional dichotomy betWeen work and leilUre 3s not

ere, is a broad category of work in the home, "non-
ma et" work, hl ,received no remuneration. However, this trichot-
omous versign of-the allocation of.time by the household.is ignored
by Becker in his general formulation. Se Reuben Gronau, "Leisure,
Rome ProductiOn and Work -="The Theory of the Al1bcation of Time Re-
visited," Journal Of Political Economy 85, nO. 6 (December:1977):
1000-124; for a fp alization of the trichotomy'of market work, home
work and leisure an JacjAp Mincer, "tabor Force Participation of
Married Women."

a
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407

(1'slittdow" price of the spouse'0 pon-market time and'itherefore,inly in
.

this case, is the houdeho d doubly constrained (as Becker describes)

by both.time and budget 7512deratios.3

7
The theoretical model for this study.is base,d on this evolving'...

formulation of n model which can accurately preqict labor supply be-

havior.. The formal presentation of the conceptual framework for thin

:Itudy will use R family labor supply.model, where the family consisfs

or a.husband and wife, m and f, who are potential participants in the

labor market. It then iollows that there is a trade-off between the

nonmarket tia or each spouse, I: and L
C'

and a composite bundlc; of

goods and services, X. L
m

and L
f

include components of time spent in

b th leisure aria home produclion. The family maximizes its utility
'ILI.4 3 tj = tql,

m
,

-f'
L X)

ft

(1,

ic.1.22.fct to a budget constraint

pX = wmHm + wfHf + Yn

Heckman, "Three Essays," pp. 1-2.

4.

4
It should be noted that maxmizing'utility is equivalent to Taxiqiz-
ing household production as,follows:

U = u(Z
1.

..Z )

n

where Z
i

= quantity of the commodity produced by the
. household'

)
i

subject to the production constraint:

X, )

-

In both maximization models, there is an assumption that the family
pools Its resources, i.e., there is a single composite X for the
family.



and ft time constraint J:

where

L
ru

T and Rr m

= price of good
0

X 32 oMpo B te .bundi e of goods awl services

wni .lumband s net walee rate ( net c f taxes )

w = wt. fr ' s net wage rate

Y = nonlahor income
n

= 'tota l i me wild 1 ah 1 e

II

. ,

= husband ' h;',urs worked
tn

= wi re s hours worked ,

Lm = huabami s tiotini, rico t hours c

L
r
= wire's nonmarket hours.

The Lagrangian equation for constrained utility maximization, where

X is the numeraire, is then as follows:

V = u(X,Lj,y) + A[wmIlin + wfHf + Ya - X] + p[T - H - L ] +
m m

()y(T Hy -

.

where A = marginal utility of income

= marginal'utility of time of the husband

= Arginal Utility of time of the wife

65These budget and time constraplts dan be converted Anto a single "ftil
'income" constraint,

w L + wfLf + pX = (w, +
f n
) T + Y S

m m
where $ = Tull income

The potential "full income",Of the family (nonwage income plus the
money income that could be,achieved if all the time airailable was de-*

vcted to market work) is thus spent either directlYon goods anie ser-

vices 9r through the foregoing of money incoike by spending time on .

consumption actiVitiea. See Becker, "Allocation of Time."
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V.

t2e

4

I,
< ,

Jib

1

Th.e Kuhn-Tucker 'Coriclitions for a'utility'maximum become:

I. :

3V = DU - A
.

<

<

<

0

0

0

3X `.ax

av - 3U -40

aLm
aL

3V = DU - y
3Lt DLit'

3V is Aw
m

- p < 0
3H
m

N1 3V = XI/ y < 0
311f

f

3V = w H + wf
n

Hf + Y - X = 0m m
DA

av = T - Hm Lm = 0
Du

DV = T - H
f

L
f

= 0
ay

a

109

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

If both spouses *combine market work and consumption time, the

above first-order con itions hold' as strict equalities. If., however,

the maximizatpecss obtains a oorrier solution, i.e. where the

husband or wife is por,in tiie labor force, then (8) or (9) will hOld

as an inequalitY and eithe

<umw
m

m

or wf w
sf (13)
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'where wfit'and Y/A,Are defined as the shadow wage rates for the husband

.and wife, respectiver,.. These shadow wage rates represent the

monetailr Value of consumption time, where there is no yarket work.

. , . . .

Assuming that,an interior solution d9es exist, the Slutsky.

equations laIrrived from the second order conditions can be written as:
1

4 ilii = _.4 ... Iii(2114) where i = m, f and. j = m, f (140e-

awj awi V( nn.
1

From economic thegry own substitUtion effects are positive

s i"

j1141 > 0 where i = m or f . (15)4. ..

i

If nonmarket time is not an.inferior good, income effects are
. .

negati
'11

e,
7

*

214 < 0 where i = rrk ot

nn

and cross substitution effects are equal,

llii = Aid
an

6

where i = m or f.

(16)

(17)

It a full incOme constriint is'usedi the shadOw ifage rate is defined

as
w
s

= ,DL411. = T where i = 'm or f
A = margina/ -utility of full

in6ome
As Gronau points out; the market wage rate may fall short of the
shadow price of time either due to the find1iidua1's relActance to work.
outside the home or because q-differences in proauctivity between
market and noamirket work'. Sec Gronau, "Leisure, Howe Production,
and Work", 1)4106 . Becker disqessee,this latter strategy of role
specialization with one.spouse remaining in the home aff promoting
marital stability (see p. 31 of this chapter).

T.See Michael Keeley, "The Economice of,Labor Supply,
II pp. II: 7J10,

for a detailed discussion'of the validity of-this asAmption with
regard to nonmarket work as dAstinct from leisure.
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Accordinw to this frhmeworK, the labor tupply choices foethe

married wOman are between nonmarket activities and market work.

ChangesAn family income as well as changes in the woman's expected

wage rate; will act

activities,

to change the allocation of her time between these

Increased family income will\deceease the woman's tothl

work hours, assuming /46levant

hand, an increase in her wage

will increase the opportunity

ease of p ecuning substitutes,

commodity prices are

tate, holding family

fixed! On the.other

income constant,

cost of her home time. bepending on the:

as through the use of housekeepers or

domestics, the expectation woulti be that the woman will increase her

market work and reduoe 'her non-market hours. The extent to which

changes in incoMe or wages alter the distribution iof hours spent

-between home and market work, will depend upon the existence of sub-

stitutes for the woman's nen-market time. For example, women with

sm9.11 children may be almost totally unresponsive to wage or incdme

./
.change,s since they pereeive no acceptable substitutes,for'their home

work.

After the marital disruptton has occurred, the labor supply

1 .

model for a disrupted woman takes the foll ing form:

1
0

U = u(X
2' 2f

)

subject to a budget constraint

PX2 /2fH2f Y2n

and the time constraint -

H
2f

+ L
2f

= T

(18)

( 19 )

. 20
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The first order conations (6), (8),

condition (10). i rewritten as

ay_ =,wfH2f
aA

- X2

I 112

and.(11) no longer hold 1ind

(21)

where Y = the level .6fP1nearned income available to the family, in
2n

the postdisrlAption,period

H
2f

* number of hours cont
disruption period

ted to the market in the post-

and w
2f

.= net wage raie in the postdisruption period.

Assuming an interior solution exists*(the Woman contributes some hours
. 0

to the labor force), the derived Slutsky condition in the poAdisruption

period is

aH2f H
2f

all
2f

4
aw
2f

aw
2f

ij aY.
2n -

where cross substitution effects are absent.
8

(22)

8
If there are other wage earners in the hbusehold there will Ee cross
substitution effects. In this case,-the maximizing conditions would
be equivalent to.the case where the husband was in.Phe household; i.e.

U = u(X L L 1

where o =.other family inember k ,

and the budget constraints and time constraints would be as follows:

+ Y
2nPX2 7 w2fH2f w2O1/12o

and H
2f.

+
2f

mcTili

,

.o H
2o

+ L
2o

= T

t

4
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If the disrupted woman does not contribute any hours to the ii7abor force,

e(,luation (0) will 11(;Id as an inequality and

.w < y/A = disrupted woman's shadow wage rate.2f

Because the young Woman's market wage is not expected to change

to any appreciable degree over the period that the disruption takes ,

place, the key element in determining the extent of,the impact ofA

the separation or divorce 0 labor supply will be the alteration_in

the financial resources a ailablie to the family. There are s veral
)

means by which the maritally disrupted,woman may seek to coMpensate

for the loss of the spouSe's earnings to the 4ousehold. These include

the receipt of alimony or child supportA financial support through

.extended family arrangements and public assistance litayments.

Alimony and child support paymefts-are vieweli as afmemos of

compensating the maritally disrupted woman, particularly one who has

children, for the loss of her husband's earni,ngs. Theoretically, one

° 'would expect to find a close relationshiA betWeen the hutbAnd's

ability to pay and the size of the payment. Women with'children
1

whose husband's earnings were high the iberiod immediately prtceding,

the disruption should be the most likely recipients of suChb,ass1,stance.9

9
Ross and Sawhill point out tn their book, Time of.Transition, that
the flow of such private transfers Is somewhat smaller than is
commonly believed. Data from the General Accounting Office in 1974
also -indicate little relationship between the husband's earnings and
either the amount of payment agreed to or 'his complIance with.the .

see pp. 175-76.

12

.

a



Income Crom other ramili members either through direct gifts or

extended family living Arrangements can also serve as a substitute for

the husband's earnings.

The receipt of such nonwage income will have only an income

effect. Since the income effect is assumed to be negative, this in-

*crease in financial resources will reduce the amount of labor' the

divorced or separated woman would supply to the market as compared

with what she would offer if she did . not have such findOrial re-

sources available to her.

Hoffman makes the suggestion, on the basis of work with the-

Panel Survey on Income Dynamics, that welfare and alimony/child
1.,.,

.

, .

'support may operate al crude substitutes. Where alimony/child support

1
is not adequately prilvided,4public assistanCe, particularly Aid to

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), becomes a necessary alterna-

tive.
10

Although certain U.S. Supreme Court rulius have made it

somewhat easier now than formerly for intact families to receive AFDC,

female headedness continues to be an important criterion for the re-

ceipt of benefits. Acceptance rates for AFDC have been rising over

the last decade and a half; therefore, if a woman is a 'head of a
\

household wAth children and has little outside financial resourfes.,

the likelihood that she will be teceiving AFDC benefits is hIgh.

1 Saul Hoffman,:lMarita1 Instability and Women's Economic StatudD,"

Deftiographdy 14, no. 1 (February 1971): 67-76.
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The benefits, B, that a family (assuming there is a female head)

.rveefves under a public assistance program are usUally represented as

where

.13 = G t(w H + Y )

f f n

minimum guaranteed income,

( 214 )

t = tax rate imposed under the Public assistance plan with

the assumption made that both earned and unea d income is subject

1

to a tax 'which reduces the level of benefits 0 incOme rises. The

benefit received becomes zero at the poinyihere total family income

0

is equal to G/t, Often reterred to as the "break-even" point. The

postaisruption budget constraint for thorhousehold can then be

generalized to include the receipt of public asbistanbe benefits In

the following manner:

pX = w2fH2f (1 - - + G if

and.

w
2f

H
2f

+
2n

< G/t (25)

pX2 = w2fH2f + Y2n if w2f.112f Y2n > Gft

Under this more general formulation, where X2 is the numeraire

and positiVe benefits are being received,-the Ken-Tucker' conditions

.for constrained dtility maximization are:

3V = 3U - X < 0
ax2 ax2

= 3U - y < 0
DI,
2f

aL
2f

OV = A w (1 - t) - y <

alf
2f

= w (

2nTf %1 t) +
iT

av = T - H2f = 0
ax

(1 - t) + G V= 0

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)



c.

e

and ihe Sluteky*condition is:

3H
2f + H2f 3R2f.

3H
2f .

(1 - t) m 3W
2f.

(1 '-. t) III
2f n

(1.- 't).111 (31)
2 .,

If the female head is in the labor,force, these conditioils hold as
0

strict equalities. If the woman is not in the labor force, a corner

solution- is obtdiried, and

w2f (1 t) we

Since t pmegative, i.e., AS the hours of market work increase,

welfare benefit levels decrease, the receipt of public assistance

reduces the value of tlf market 4age that the woman cap expect to

receive. This implicit tax on market wage de-Creases the likelihood

that ,a public assistance recipient will enter.the labor market or at

IDS

rleast.will,reduce the number bf hours that ',she supplies to the market.
46,

110

In addition, the receipt of a miniium guaranteed benefit level has an

income effect further redwing labor supply, 12 j

4k.

11
Again, this formulation of the Slutsky equation assumes no cross
substitution effects.

12
Moffitt point:: out that there are several possible analytic difili-
culties that- arise from such a simple modelling of the effects of
transfer payments on household production. In his paper, "Op
Modelling the Work Disincentives of Tax and Transfer.Programs," he
discusses three major pioblems, distignguished as.nonlinearity, non-
differentiability and nonconvexity ofl the budget constraint. The
estimation of labor supply effeCts assumes a linear budget constraint.
With the addition of a tax or transfer variable, such an assumption
is only realistic in the case where 'the program has a constant tax
rate over all ringei of earnings. -If t is constant, then w4 pl equa-
tion (2) can be replaced by w (1 - t). Since t is constaret, changes
in the net wage rate are analltically equivalent to changes in the
wsgm rate beforenthe tax waa introduced.

Theproblems stem from the fact that taxand transfer programs do not '

generally have constant tax rates. Rather, depending on the



guotheses

The changes in the mix ol financial resources

' family as a result Of a marital disruption can now,

labor supply behavior of the respondent.. Conolli

characteristics, a graphical'representation of her

available to the

be related to the

ng for background

lai)or suppli de-

cision both before (perio4,1) and after (period 2) the maritalvdis-
,

( 13ruption is shown in Figure') .

1 V(

jurisdiCtion, tax rates itay increase with earnings, resulting in a
nonlinear bUdget constraint. In addition.(as waseliscussed in the
text1 transfer, programs have at least one kink at the break-even
Point, the point at which the subsidy or.benefit goes to zero. Unl-

lessthe segment ofAhe, budget line above the kink is.ignored, the
budget constraint remains undifferentiable. Finall,y, most transfer
programs generate nonconvex budgrt lines. Low levels of earnings are
taxed at high rates (often approaching 100 percent) up to the brelk-
even point; abbve this point, earnings are taxed according to
initially lower progressive income tax rates.

See Robert A. Moffitt, "On Modelling the Work Disincenives of Tax
and Transfer Programs," mimeographed,. (Princeton, N.J.: Mathematics
Policy Research, 1976), pp. 1-19, for a more detailed discussion of
these problems.

13
This graphical representation makes the following assumptioas:
1. No complementarity is'allowed between the labor supply of the wife

and that of her husband. In period 1, the woman takes her hus-
band's earnings as tixed, 1(71111Trim,in the budget constraint. ,

2. The only time in period 1 vAen-Ehe family may receive welfare
benefits'is when the husband is unempItyed. Therefote, husbana's
wages and welfar6 benefits are viewed as perfect substitutes in
period .1 and public assistance benefits are assumed not to 'enter
the budget constraintk.

3. There is no man in thd'household in the postdisruption perioq.
The situation, however, does exisi where the woman remarries very
qu4ckly such that there is really no time where she formulates
her'work-leisure choice without taking,into account &spouse's
income. wever, much immediate remarriers will be excluded fronf

f

the sample n the empirical analysis.
. The wage ra for both husbands and wives is invariant to the
hortt) worked.

.

5. No account is taken of.explicit tax rates On income.

a

'
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Figure 5

Labor Supply Curves

1 J;st period (before disruption)
2 = 2nd period (after disruption)
T = total time available
w = wage

= hours of work
(1= guaranteed minimum benefit
Y alimony/child suppol4C(or other private transfer payment)
t = implicit tax rate imposed by the receipt of public assistance
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$
in the predisruption period; equilibrium point A represents the

,intersection of the expected wage of the respondent (t,he slope of, the

household't preference functiOn). At the intersection point depicted,

the respondent supplies H
I

hours to the labor market. However,,tf
AO f

there ,is no intersection point, i.e., where w <
Y
lf then the woirlan,

,lr

supplies no labor. lf
,

11Sn cross substRution effects exist, and the household preference
4

function remains the same as in the predisruption period, the loss of
.

the husband's earnings will be felt only as a negative income effect

14

In the pystdtpruption period, if no welfare payments are received,

on labor supply.
14

, The direction of the impact of this loss on the

respondent's labor supply will depend on whether Y2n, which inclu

nonlabsr income sources such as alimony/phild support or wage income

from other family-members, is greater or less than the sum of the,

husband's earned, and unearned income in the first period. Figure 1 is

drawn to reflect an assumed net reduction in family income (LI <

1.01m hence, the disrupted woman supplies
112f

hours to the7 Yin);

labor market (H
2f

< H
lf

). "If the household preference function does

(not emain constant between the two periods, then the o4tcome in terms

of the change'in labor supplied to the market cannot be determined. (

An exact specification of how the household's utility structure -is

altered would have to be known in order to derive an equilibrium point.

1)4,

This hypothesized result ignores the existence of a subatitution
effect generated by the change in marginal income tax rates du! to
the departure of the hdsband fromthe household. For a discussion

- of the impact of U.S. taX laws on the labor supply of married women
see Harvey S. Rosen, "Tax Illusion and the Labor Suppli'of Married
Women,"flThe Review- of Econornics and Statistica 58 (May 1976): 167-72.
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The race* of publtc absistance, asauming there fs ed implicit

Vax on earningp .(t > 0) will have both an income and a price (subsiitu-

tion) effeCt op la or supply. The receipt of 4 guaranteed level of

benefits:will act reduce participation irkthe labor force through

a negative Income effect. In addition, 'the expected wage rate (the

'wage that the woman could expect to- receivey she entertd tie labor

force) will be alter-ed by the tax on earnings, auch that w2f (1 t) <

w2f. In the graphiAil representation, the assumption is made that if

a woman whose income level makes her eaigible for welfare elected pot

to receive p blic assistance, she would receive Y
2n

income through

rinancial assistance from family members L'II>Vor through other private
is

transfer payments. With public assistance receipt and no work, as at

ycint C, she could be receiving G2f, welfare benefits,,plus some
4,

income Y 15
2f.

If ahe elects to receive public assistance and.also to participate

in the labor force, the slope of the budget constraint is decreased

.

sinceher expected wage rate is now wo, (1 - t). If she continues to

increase' her hours 1)f work, at the break-even point, E, she becomes

tndifferent between the receipt or nonreceipt of welfare, i.e.,
4

w
2f

(1 - t)H +G +Y mw2f H2f .+ Y
2f 2f 2n 2n*

Since welfare benefit levels are reduced with:the receipt of any type
of nonlabor income, the assumptiqp is that she will be forCed to re-
duce the amount of nonlabor income she would have received without
aSsistance, Y2n.'.Nevertheless4 welfare benefits are assumed to put
her at a higher budget line Ulan would have been possible without the
receipt of such behefits.
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A Comparison of thd Labor Supply Behavior of DisruptiAe
Women and Maritally Stable. Womep"

)
The Determinan s or Disr4pt1on Literature

*. As Was discussed in the introducarY chapter, the focus of this

reneai-oh An on the net impact of marital disruption on a young woman's

labor supply behavior. It is, therefore, i4ortant to consider whether,

those married women who subsequently disrupt hav'e certain economic

characterist tu , sueh as greater work :expert ence ,.or I ower4. ran

which distinguish them from women whose marriages remain qable. The

consequences of such-a finding are to increase the likelihood thliet (1)... 7

there is some simul(taneous relationship between labor supply behavior. and

marital,status and (2) , there'has been some truncation of tfie dependevt
1

variable, w6re low family Wow will increase labor supply. Such re-

sults do -not destroy the valu; of the labor supply estimates obtained

from the pre- and postdisruptiolrperiods but do serve as a potential
44,

source of bias which must at least be discussed.

To explore 'the .po

labor supply models to be
-

growing literature on the determinants of marital disruptkon. Much of,

y that such sources of bias exist in the

estimated requires a survey of the rapidly.

the early literature consisted of work done by sociologists and

psychologists who wert most concerned with the' effects of psychological
40.

and demographic factors on marital satisfaction. The factors studied

included age at marriage, intergenerational transmission of instability,

tte presence of children illegitimacy, etc.
6

1
6See George Levinger, "A Social Psychologi igspective on Marital
Dissolution," The Journal of Social Iss s 32 ( inter 1976): 21-48,
for an excellent survey of this early 1 tera e. The early literature
establishes the important factthat marl, 1 stability is not necessarily
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Inzecent years, march has become increasinglyAnterdiscipWary

in-nature with economists taking an active interest in the field. Since

the purpose of thiswisection is to examine the, causal re4tionship be-
,

tween the respondent's laboir supply and\marital disruption, emphasis

will be placed on the literature exaMining economic factors which.serve

either as'constratnts on or.incentives foK marital dissolution'. Roy

and SaWhill.term those economic factors which tend to "cement" A

marriage by encouraging a wife's dependence on her husband as 'income"
1

effects. On the other hand, factors whiCh promote a feeling economic

independence In a woman are termed 'independence" effects.
17.

Goode in 1962 fil:st intrQdticed the concept of an o e" effect

with his finding that divorce was more comMon among the lower clOses,

whether social.status was Classified by

I 18
occupation or by family income. Cut

the husband's educdtion or

ht further refined this idea

indicative of a happy marriage, sinceetability cam be related to a
lack of available alternatives to the marriage. Therefore, social and
economic constraints can hold together'marriages which appear to be
devoid of positive marital satisfaction. It'his been clearly imposs-
ible fOr researchers to model the reasons for the decline in marital*
satisfaction in many marripages. Ingtead they have been forced to con-
fine,themselves to an exarhination of those characteristics which appear
to bd significant precipitators of the marital disruption itself.

V.

17
Although this study takew the female perspective due to the nature of
the sample universe, marriage is in fact depicted.as an exchange pro-
cess. Ross and Sawhill cite the analogy of the two country case in
international trade where the distribution of gains between the two
countries will depend gn their bargaining power and resource endow-
ments. If perfect symmetry could be assumed, then the independence
effect for the Witwotild be tht-income effect for the husband and
.likewise, the income effect for the wife would be the independence
effect for the husband. For this reason, it its important to discuss
the available literature on both these effects., -See Heather lidos and
Isabel Sawhill, Time of Transition, pp: 42-47.

, -
1 killiam J. Goode, "Marital Satisfaction and Instability: A Cross-
Cultural Analysis of Divorce Rates," Interriational Social Service
Journal, 14 (1962): 507-26.
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by empirivally establishing that when eontrole.were put ion family,.

. income, the education and the occupation-of the husband had no direct

effect on marital stability.

There has been no generally.acchted theoretical baais for such

an "income" erfect. Cutright mentions two possible "models" to explain 4

the'empirical relationship.

(1) "Role satisfaction" model: High income couples tend io have
high levels Of marital satisfaction, because the high-income
is an indivator of the success of the husban'Xin his rOle as
breadwinner. This positive evaluation-by the-couple tenda
to promote marital stability.

"Constraint" odel: High income leads to large asseteuu
lation in the form of stvIngs, investments, home ownerahip,
etc. The lo ering of the high consumption levels and the
difficultj,T of distributing the assets tends to discourage
marita1'dissolution.19

However, as Cutright seeks to explain the fact that the inCreasing

shift out of poverty by nonwhite families has not been accompanied by

a rise in marital stability Atong nonwhites, he speculates thatTerhaps

it is not the absolute level of familY income which functions as the
A

&lief determinaht of marital staliility. , Rather the "relative consump-

tion position of the couple in its reference group" is the "root of

economic dissatisfactions which undermine the marriage.
420

Recent

19Phillips Cutright, "Income and Family Events;. Marital Stability,"
/ Journal of Marriage and_the FamilY (May 1971): 291-305.

20
Ibid, p. 303.
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research on di71.1pt3on probabilities using multivariate analysis has

generally confirmed'that it is the stability of income sourcesuirather

21
than the absolute level which affeots disruption probabilities.

The theoretiCal basis for the exigtence' of an "independence"

etfect, on the other hand, has generally been associated with Becker's

theory of'marriage. Becker argues that, although the.sociological

, .

literature suggests that complementaritr between men and women is the

major source of the;gain from marriages, the concept of "complemen-

. le
tarity" has been vaguely defined. He refines this concept by sOcify-

ing that a;negative correlation between the wage rate of the husband

and.that of the wife maximizes total output because the gains from the

division of labor within the househola are maximied. The high wages

spouse spends more time in market,work and the low wage spouse, io

householl production. A corollary of thls point is that marital dis-

solution will be mdre likely in,the case where the gains from this

role specialization are small either because there is little demand
4

for home production services (for example, where there are no children) 4

or where the wage rate of the wife ia competitive with that of her

husband.22 Given this framework, Ross.and,Sawhill hypothesize that,

21
Ross and Sawhill, Time of Transikon, pp. 59-60; Andrew Cherlin,
"Socia/ an&Economic Detetminants of Marital Separation, Ph.D. ,

dissertation, University of California, 1976; Frank Mott and Sylvia
Moore, "Marital Disruption: Causes and Consequences," in Mott, et.
al., Years for Decision,vol. 4. (-ColAmbus; Ohio: Center for Human
.Resource Research, 1977), p. 217.

2
Gary Becker, "A Theory of Marriage: Pert 1," Journal of Political

A pOnonar 8 (July/Auguet 1973): 828.

.
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where women'have-other means of support in the form either or own
N

earnings or access VI welfare, they are less.constrained to remain in

a marriage where there is little marital satisfaction, Lei., the

Pi.
"independence" effect. ,

In empirical work seeking to discern'whether or not such an effedt

exists, there is gen4ral confirmation of a positive and significant

association between 'the levelof the wifels,earnings, pro4ing for .an

"independence" effect, and the probability'of disruption:- lten-

natively,,Cherlin attempts to test directly BecOr's hypothesis of

marital instabilityTwhere there are few gain's to specializativ bY;

incorporating the ratio of the wife's actu 1 wage -(or expected wage,

if not in the labor force) to the wage of her sband as a variable tO

e-

explain the of marital disruptioi. las results confirm

25
such an effect:

:13
Ross an& Sawhill do suggest other interpretations for the positive
association between a wife's earnings and the probability of dis-
ruption. Rather than being an independence effect, the relationship
may be explained by the fact that wives seek employment in antici-
pation of a'divorce. Or alternatively the time Pressure engendered

having two wage earners in the family may ereate marital strain.
See Ross and Sawhil1,4Time of Transition, pp. 57-59..

Ross and Sawhill Time of Transition, pp. 57-59; Shirley 13.'Johnson,
"The Impact of Wo n's Liberation on Marriage: Divorce and'Familyq
Life Style," in Sec Discrimination and the Division of Labor,

j

Cynthia Lloyd (Ed.) fNew York: ColuMbia University Presa, 1,975),
1, pp. 401-426; Mott auld Moore, "Marital Disruption," p. 214.

25
. Andrew Cherlin, "Social and Economic Determinants."
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In summary, the available litOrature supports the existence of an

"independence" effect as an incentive for:marital dissolution, but,

finds mixed results width regard to the existence of an "income" effect

ad, a deterrent to Ruch a dissolution. UnexpeCted alterationo-in faly

income due to changes in hRsets'or empl'oyment are found-to,affect dis-
,

ruption probabilities, whdle absolute incbme_levels are not. The fact
.

#1.

that absolute leve,is of Pni ly income have Rot_been generally found in

Ole literature to qffect didruption pscApabilities indicates that;trun-.

.caticin of the dependent,varfable will not be an.important source of

bias in the estimated predisruption labor supply motlels.
26 .

On the

other hand, the general conflrmat-ion af the existence of an inde7

pendence effect'indicates there is a possibility of a simultaneous,
t:

relationship%between labor supply and mariyl status.

Empirical Methodology

\

Labor supply theory (see Appendix E) implies that,the wife's

demand for nonmarket time in the postdisruption-period can be written

as:

L = 11. (w ,

2f 2f .2f 2n

26

a

Assuming symmetrical effects between Spouses, this result alio points
out-that the "independence'effect of tfie husband is much weaker
than that of his wife. One the other hand, the "income" effect of
the husband (the independence effect of the wife), hypothesized to
be a "cementing",factor in a marriage, is stronglyand positively
related to marital stability.

e'S
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Letting,X be'the nuperaire and noting that t

tion can

-where

ten asja,supply of labor e

/
H2f H

21 .(w Y
2n )

ti oi

, \
H
2f

= annual hours oC work of the vife in the postdisruption

w
2f

1;;L41

period

= wife's posidisruption wage

= nonlabor income available

disruption.,
27

4

Linearizing theequation, (2) 'becomes

where

rs,te

to'th household after

+ w + a + n
2f 20 N

E
2

= residual effect

The uncompensated wage effect, DH21

aw
2f

is At-ven. by czj

and the income effect, all by a
22

. The
2f'

ay
21:1

(substaution) effect can b% derived

all21 =
21

- ri
2f 2f

aw I- aw
2n U 2f aY2n

(' 3 )

compensated own wage

or

.1111

2 7 1

Because the earnings o!' other wage
are assumed.to be exogenous to,the
I
2n

includes the earnings of other

cl'oss wage effects,-aH
20' 21,

aw aw
20,28

This

used b ste
of ed Wom
(Ed.), National Bureau Conference-Series No. 14 (Princeton, New
Jersey:. Princeton University Press, 1962), pp, 63-105; Marvin

earners (if any) in the hoUsehold
respondent's labor market behavior,
family meibers, w201120. Therefore,

4 not exist.

as initially used byp anincer in 1962 'd a variant is
in 1969. S6e-Minc r, "Labor Force Participation
n," in Aspects of Labor Economics, H. Gregg Lewis '
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In order to assure that income and,uncoEpensatea wage effects are

similarly defined in the predisruption labor supply models, certain
Apr

simplifking assumptions must be made. The husband's work hours, H
lm'

are assumedto be fiXed, i.e., they are invariant to the Ant of non-

labor income avatlabje t he household,
Yln,

and to the wife's.wage

rate, w
lf*

The predfsruption labor supply equation thentakes.the

following form:

"i0

11lt'
a10 + + l2lm11 + Yln) + El (5)

The income and uncompensated wage effects.are defined as 4
12

and a .,
11

fespectivelx.

Koster's, nErfe('ts of an fncoMe Tax on Labor Supply," in Taxa-
tion uf Income Capipal, edited by Arnold C. Harberirr and-M,J. Bailey
(Washington, DX.: The Brookings.Institution, 1969), pp. 301-324.

91y,making such an assumption, ohe. ignores the possibility that the
hourd of the husband, Hm, is a simultaneously detdrmined endogenous
variable. Kniesner finas that,the gross (uncompensated) effect of a
change in the wage of, the husband will vary according to.Wflether or
not the wife performs market, work. See Thomas J.,Khiesner,"An In-
direct Test ofXomplementarity'in a Family _Labor Supply-Model,"
Econometrica 44, nof 4 (July 1976): 651769.

30,as In the postdisruption estimating model, is assumed to include
the-earnings of family members other than the husband and wife, if any.

31-
InichaS1 Keeley describes,the*.chapge in the income and gross wage
effects when consideration is given to the endogeneity of the husband's
morkhours in equation (5) (excluding t1e .case of more.than two wage
earners). ,If H

lf
= H

lf
(Y

ln lf'
w
lm

) then the incvdi'e effect.would be
defined as

aH
lf =

12
(wlin aH

lm + 1)
aY

ln
aY
ln

' and the gross wage effect as

----It ctn. °112w1t1
aw
lf aw

lf

See Keeley,"Economics Of Labor SupPly: A Critical Review," Mimeographed,
StanfUr4 Research Institute, 1977, pp. 11-13, 11-14.
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n

Comparability of income and substitutio effects is not a problem
1

,

when multivariate comparisons are made of th predisruption labor supply

behavior of future disruptees with a sample of maritally stable women,

since in both cases the spouse remains in the household. Therefore, the

restricting assumption of the exogeneity cif the husbandp work hours to

.his wire's albor supply is.not necessary in order to be abie to test for

coefficient differencesV

.of

'

-

00
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The Center for Human Resource Research

The Center for Human RisoUrce Research is a policy-oriented iesearch
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio State Unlversiii.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human resource development, conservation and utili-
zation. The personnel include approilmately twenty senior staff members &awn
from the disciplines of economics, education, health sciences, Industrial
eelations, management science, psychology, public admInistrNtion, social work
and soclology. This multidisciplinary team is supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates, full-time research assistants, computer pr9gram-
mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pre-emlnence in the fields of labor market
research and manpower planning. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsIbilitY of the Center since 1965 under
continuing support frqm the United States Department of Laborl Staff have been
called upon for humalo resource planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently the
National.5clence Foundation Cequetted a review .of the state of the art In human
resource planning. Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of

(research inducting collective bargaining and labor relations,' evaluation and
4 monitoring of the operation of government employment and training programs

and ihe projection of health education and facility needs.

The'Center for Human Resource Research has received over one tpletgn
dollars annually fi.'om government agencies and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. Providing support have been the U.S. Departmenp of
Labor, State, and Health, Educition and Welfare; Ohio's Health andTducation
Departments and Bureau ipf Employment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; the Ohio AFL-CIO; and the George Gund Foundation. The
breadth of research interests may be seen by examining a few of the present
projects.

The largest of the current protects is the National Longitudinal Sys of
Labor Force Behavior. This projectlInvolves repgated interviews aver a fifteen
year period with four groups of the UnIted State population; older men, middle-
aged women, and young men and omen. The data are collected for 20,000
individuals by the U.S. Bureau of 't Cetisus, and the Center is responsible for;
data anlysis. To date dozens of r earch monographs and special reports have"
been prepared by the staff. R ponsibilities also., include the preparation and
distribution of data tapes forpublic use. Beginning in 1979, an additional co_ _,,hort

of 12,000 yomg men and women-between the ages of 14 and 21 will be stud-el-err':
an annual basis for the following five years. Again the Center wr provide
analysis and pyblic use tapes for this cohort.

The Quality of Working Life Project is another ongoing study operated in
cbnjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
improve both the productivity and the meaningfulness of work for public
employees in these two municipalities. Center staff serve as third party
advisors, as well as researchers, tot eicplore new techniques for attaining
management-worker cooperation.

(continued on inside of back cover) .
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A third area of research in which 'the center has been active is manpower
spl a ning both in the U:S. and in developing countries. A current project for the

Ohl Advisory Council for Vocational Education seeks tolidentify and inventory
*the highly fragmented institutions and alencies responsible for supplying
vocational and technicalOraining in Ohio. These data will subsequently be
integrated into a comprehensive model for forecasting the State's supply of
vocational and technical skills.

Another focus of research is collective bargai44ng, In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labor, staff m mbeis are evaluating several current experiments
for "expedited* grieywice pr dures," working ivith unions and management in a
variety of industries. The pro dural adequacies, safeguards for due prqcess,
cost and timin4 of the ne procedure are being weighed against traditional
arbitration techniques.

enior staff also serve as coksultants to many boards and cornmissions at
the national and state level. Recent papers have been written for the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress, The National Commission for' Employment
and Unemployment Statistics, The National Commission for Manpower Policy,
The WhitsHoyse Conference on the Family, the.Ohlo Board-of Regents, the Olio
Governqrs Task Force on He.ilth, and the Ohio Governor's Thsk Force on
WelfareW

The Center maintains a working library of ap oximately 9,000 titles which
includes a wide range of reference works and curre periodicals. Also provided,
are computer facilities linked, with those of tKe University ayld staffed by
approximately a dozen computer programmers. They serve the needs of in-house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Survey tapes.

For more information on specific Center activities 'sor ffor a copy of %the
Publications List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource search, late
585, 1375 Perry Street, Columbus, Ohio 43291.
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